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Abstract
SZZ was proposed by Śliwerski, Zimmermann, and Zeller (hence the SZZ abbreviation) to
identify fix-inducing changes, i.e., changes that are likely to induce bugs. Despite the wide
adoption of this algorithm, SZZ still faces limitations, which have been recently reported.
No existing research work widely surveys how SZZ has been used, extended, and evaluated
by the software engineering community. Furthermore, only a few studies have investigated
the SZZ improvements. Therefore, this thesis aims to explore the existing limitations that
have been documented in the SZZ literature and to enhance the state-of-the-art of SZZ by
proposing solutions to some of its limitations. First, we perform a systematic mapping
study to determine the current state-of-the-art of the SZZ algorithm. Our results exhibit
that majority of the analyzed studies use SZZ as a foundation to conduct their empirical
studies (79%), while only a few studies have proposed direct improvements to SZZ (6%) or
evaluated it (4%). We further observe that SZZ exhibits several unaddressed limitations,
such as the bias related to the refactoring changes. Second, we conducted an empirical
study to investigate the relationship between the refactoring changes and the SZZ results.
We use RefDiff — a tool that detects code refactoring with high precision — to analyze
an extensive dataset, including 31,518 issues of ten systems, with 64,855 bug-fixes and
20,298 fix-inducing changes. We run RefDiff for both bug-fix and fix-inducing changes
that were generated by a recent SZZ implementation, meta-change aware SZZ (MA-
SZZ). The results indicate a refactoring ratio of 6.5% for fix-inducing changes and 19.9%
for bug-fix changes. We incorporated RefDiff into MA-SZZ and proposed a refactoring
aware SZZ implementation (RA-SZZ). RA-SZZ reduces the number of lines flagged as
fix-inducing changes by MA-SZZ by 20.8%. These results indicate that refactoring can
impact the SZZ results. Using an evaluation framework, we observe that RA-SZZ reduces
the disagreement ratio compared to previous implementations; however, our results suggest
the SZZ accuracy must still be improved. Finally, we evaluated the RA-SZZ accuracy
using a well-accepted dataset, which we validated for evaluating SZZ implementations.
Furthermore, we revisited the known RA-SZZ limitations to improve the accuracy of the
algorithm by integrating a novel refactoring-detection tool, RMiner. We observed that
after refining RA-SZZ, in the median, 44% of the lines that were flagged as fix-inducing
are accurate, while only 29% were flagged accurately in case of the MA-SZZ-generated
results. We also manually analyzed the RA-SZZ results and observed that there are still
refactoring (31.17%) and equivalent changes (13.64%) to be recognized by SZZ. This result
reiterates that detecting refactoring indeed increases the SZZ accuracy. Our thesis results
contribute to SZZ maturation and indicate that the impact of refactoring upon SZZ may
be even higher if further improvements can be made in future studies.
Keywords: SZZ algorithm, Fix-inducing changes, Bug-fix changes, Refactoring changes.
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1 Introduction
Bug-fixing is considered one of the most costly activities in software maintenance
and evolution process (ZHANG; GONG; VERSTEEG, 2013; LERNER, 1994; LATOZA;
VENOLIA; DELINE, 2006). For that reason, bug-prediction approaches have been recur-
rently proposed to deal with bugs by using machine learning and statistical techniques,
e.g., to predict whether a system module is likely to have bugs (HATA; MIZUNO; KIKUNO,
2010a; NGUYEN; MASSACCI, 2013; HATA; MIZUNO; KIKUNO, 2012). However, bug-
prediction does not allow to study the code characteristics that may introduce a bug. Thus,
the SZZ algorithm (ŚLIWERSKI; ZIMMERMANN; ZELLER, 2005b) was proposed to
identify fix-inducing changes — i.e., changes that are likely to induce fixes.
SZZ is one of the most known algorithms to identify fix-inducing changes. It was
initially proposed by Śliwerski, Zimmermann, and Zeller (ŚLIWERSKI; ZIMMERMANN;
ZELLER, 2005b) — hence the acronym — and improved by Kim et al. (KIM et al., 2006).
The basic steps of the algorithm are: (i) to identify bug-fix changes (i.e., changes that
fix issues/bugs) (ČUBRANIĆ; MURPHY, 2003; FISCHER; PINZGER; GALL, 2003a;
FISCHER; PINZGER; GALL, 2003b); (ii) to locate the code that has been modified to
introduce the bug; and (iii) to trace the changes that induced the bug-fix.
These fix-inducing changes allow investigating of characteristics of code changes
that may introduce bugs and eventually to avoid further bugs. For example, researchers
may investigate the correlation between day/time of week (ASADUZZAMAN et al., 2012a;
EYOLFSON; TAN; LAM, 2014) and the number of changes that induced later fixes on that
day/time. Correlations may also be performed with developers’ experience (IZQUIERDO-
CORTÁZAR; ROBLES; GONZÁLEZ-BARAHONA, 2012; EYOLFSON; TAN; LAM,
2011), productivity (BHATTACHARYA; NEAMTIU, 2011), team communication (SIMP-
SON, 2013), impact of programming languages (BHATTACHARYA; NEAMTIU, 2011),
and many others (MISIRLI; SHIHAB; KAMEI, 2016; EYOLFSON; TAN; LAM, 2014;
RAHMAN; DEVANBU, 2011).
1.1 Problem Statement
Because of the tremendous impact of the SZZ algorithm in the software engineering
community,1 evaluating its accuracy (DA COSTA et al., 2017) is of considerable importance.
Despite the extensive adoption of SZZ, previous research (DA COSTA et al., 2017; JUNG;
1 Śliwerski et al. (ŚLIWERSKI; ZIMMERMANN; ZELLER, 2005b) received the Ten Year Most
Influential Paper Award during the 12th Working Conference on Mining Software Repositories
(MSR) 2015.
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OH; YI, 2009; PRECHELT; PEPPER, 2014) has reported several limitations that have
not yet been addressed. These limitations include the impossibility to recognize refactoring
changes (FOWLER; BECK, 1999) in bug-fixes and the flagging of refactoring as fix-
inducing changes because code refactoring usually does not directly fix or introduce bugs.
Conversely, several studies (KIM; ZIMMERMANN; NAGAPPAN, 2012; MURPHY-HILL;
PARNIN; BLACK, 2012; TSANTALIS et al., 2013) have stated that developers frequently
use code refactoring during bug-fix changes. Therefore, these challenges may impact current
studies that use SZZ as a foundation.
Thus, this thesis explores the existing limitations that have been documented in
the literature for detecting fix-inducing changes, especially those related to the refactoring
limitation, to investigate the role of these unexplored types of change in fix-inducing
changes. Since SZZ is the most eminent algorithm for detecting fix-inducing changes, we
advance the state-of-the-art of SZZ by proposing solutions to deal with the refactoring
bias that has been observed due to these limitations. This result may help to validate the
SZZ-generated data to protect it from false positive results.
1.2 Current Research Limitations
Much research has been invested in bug prediction (NAGAPPAN; BALL, 2005;
GIGER; PINZGER; GALL, 2011; EMAM; MELO; MACHADO, 2001; NAGAPPAN;
BALL; ZELLER, 2006; HASSAN, 2009; SHIVAJI et al., 2009; GIGER et al., 2012;
SHIVAJI et al., 2013; SHIVAJI et al., 2009; HATA; MIZUNO; KIKUNO, 2010b; HATA;
MIZUNO; KIKUNO, 2012; NUCCI et al., 2015). For example, prior work predicts bugs
by using information from source code repositories. Examples of information used in the
bug prediction are code churn metrics (NAGAPPAN; BALL, 2005; MISIRLI; SHIHAB;
KAMEI, 2016; GIGER; PINZGER; GALL, 2011), object-oriented design metrics (EMAM;
MELO; MACHADO, 2001), complexity of code changes (HASSAN, 2009; NAGAPPAN;
BALL; ZELLER, 2006), change meta-data (SHIVAJI et al., 2009) etc. Bug prediction is
helpful for development teams to prioritize code regions with a greater probability of bugs
occurrence (D’AMBROS; LANZA; ROBBES, 2010).
Although bug prediction is a valuable tool, it was not possible to study the origin
of bugs in large-scale scenarios until the introduction of the SZZ algorithm (ŚLIWERSKI;
ZIMMERMANN; ZELLER, 2005b). The SZZ algorithm traces back the code history to
find changes that are likely to introduce bugs, i.e., the so-called fix-inducing changes.
However, SZZ is not without limitations (PRECHELT; PEPPER, 2014; DA COSTA et
al., 2017; DAVIES; ROPER; WOOD, 2011), such as the recognition of equivalent changes,
application of the SZZ algorithm in practice, and refactoring and cleanups that are done
independently from bug-fixes.
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Prior research has evaluated the SZZ algorithm (DAVIES; ROPER; WOOD, 2011;
DA COSTA et al., 2017; PRECHELT; PEPPER, 2014). For example, da Costa et al. (DA
COSTA et al., 2017) used an evaluation framework to appraise the results of SZZ. In
addition, Prechelt et al. (PRECHELT; PEPPER, 2014) also evaluated SZZ in an industrial
setting. These studies help identify possible enhancements to be implemented to SZZ and
what the hindrances are to perform better evaluations of SZZ. Nevertheless, little is known
about the impact of refactoring changes on the results of the SZZ algorithm.
Moreover, although some research work (KAGDI; COLLARD; MALETIC, 2007;
ZHANG et al., 2015; WOOSUNG; EUNJOO; CHISU, 2012; MUKALA; CERONE; TURINI,
2014; KAMEI; SHIHAB, 2016) has conducted a survey on bug analysis approaches, only
Rodríguez-Perez et al. (RODRÍGUEZ-PÉREZ; ROBLES; GONZÁLEZ-BARAHONA,
2018) investigate how SZZ has been used in the literature, but still focused on the
reproducibility and credibility in the empirical software engineering. Thus, we observe a
lack of mapping studies that analyze the existing literature regarding SZZ that might help
the community to understand better the challenges and opportunities for research related
to SZZ.
1.3 Thesis Proposal
This thesis aims to improve the detection of fix-inducing changes to handle unex-
plored type of change, such as refactoring changes. Our hypothesis is that using/evolving
the SZZ algorithm is a means of achieving this goal. Therefore, to achieve this objec-
tive, three studies have been performed. Figure 1 depicts an overview of our thesis that
highlights the goals and motivations of each study.
Figure 1 – Thesis overview
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Study 1 (Section 1.3.1) investigates the current state of the SZZ algorithm research
and identifies the limitations and challenges that are related to SZZ. The limitations of SZZ
that are observed while dealing with the refactoring changes are empirically investigated
in Study 2 (Section 1.3.2) to identify the real impact of refactoring upon the SZZ results.
Finally, we revisit these limitations in Study 3 (Section 1.3.3) to refine our implementation
and to evaluate the accuracy of our implementation using a dataset that has been manually
validated. Further details about the goals and motivations of each study are presented in
the subsequent subsections.
1.3.1 Study 1: What is the state-of-the-art of the SZZ algorithm?
Only a few mapping studies have investigated: (i) how SZZ has been used in the
existing empirical studies; (ii) the manner in which it has been evaluated; and (iii) the
kinds of improvements that have (or have not) been studied, implemented, or evaluated.
In this context, we performed a systematic mapping study that aims to investigate the
state-of-the-art on the SZZ algorithm. Our objective is to identity prior studies that have
either used, proposed improvements or evaluated the SZZ algorithm. Additionally, we also
intend to understand better the research challenges and opportunities related to SZZ.
To conduct this study, we adopted the snowballing search-technique using the
guidelines that have been proposed by Wohlin (WOHLIN, 2014). Unlike other search
approaches, the snowballing technique considers a “start set” of pre-selected studies as
the basis to perform the following searches. This allows us to recognize the two initial
studies that proposed the SZZ algorithm, which further allow analyzing all the citations
and references in these studies. Thus, starting from the initial two original SZZ studies, we
identified 589 citations and references, from which 103 studies were selected to be analyzed
in this systematic mapping.
The results of this study are fundamental for measuring the importance of the SZZ
algorithm for the research community and for identifying problems related to the SZZ
algorithm that have been reported and (or) solved in the literature.
1.3.2 Study 2: How much bias does SZZ have due to refactoring changes?
The results of Study 1 (a mapping study) show that SZZ exhibits a few limita-
tions (PRECHELT; PEPPER, 2014; DA COSTA et al., 2017; DAVIES; ROPER; WOOD,
2011), such as the non-recognition of the refactoring changes. Several studies (KIM; ZIM-
MERMANN; NAGAPPAN, 2012; MURPHY-HILL; PARNIN; BLACK, 2012; TSANTALIS
et al., 2013) state that code refactoring is frequently used by developers while performing
bug-fix changes. SZZ may produce inaccurate data if it cannot recognize that bug-fix
changes may contain interleaved refactorings, since code refactoring does not directly fix a
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bug (FOWLER; BECK, 1999). Similarly, SZZ may erroneously flag the refactoring changes
as fix-inducing changes. For example, if SZZ flags a line as potentially fix-inducing, which
result of method renaming, SZZ should further trace the history using the previous name
of the method.
Studying the impact of refactoring changes is important because, unlike other SZZ
limitations (e.g., the identification of migrations of one source code management (SCM)
system to another (DA COSTA et al., 2017)), such changes may impact the SZZ algorithm
regardless of the SCM system used to implement SZZ.
Thus, the objective of our study is to quantify the refactoring changes that occur
both in case of bug-fixing changes (i.e., the input of the SZZ algorithm) and fix-inducing
changes (i.e., the SZZ-generated data). We use RefDiff (SILVA; VALENTE, 2017), a
recently proposed state-of-the-art tool, to detect refactoring changes that occur during our
analyses. We also incorporate RefDiff into an existing SZZ implementation and propose
a refactoring aware SZZ implementation (RA-SZZ). We analyze an extensive dataset,
provided by da Costa et al. (DA COSTA et al., 2017), which includes 31,518 issues of 10
system repositories, with 20,298 fix-inducing changes. Evaluating these results is important
for verifying the reliability of the analytical results based on the SZZ-generated data.
Furthermore, we perform a manual analysis to identify the patterns of equivalent
changes — i.e., changes that do not modify the system behavior — that are not supported
by RefDiff and, consequently, affect the SZZ generated-data.
Finally, we replicate the framework evaluation proposed by da Costa et al. (DA
COSTA et al., 2017) to compare our results with other SZZ implementations. The frame-
work results exhibit whether our RA-SZZ implementation is less likely to generate inaccu-
rate results than the previous implementations.
1.3.3 Study 3: How can the SZZ algorithm be improved using a validated
dataset?
In Study 2, we propose a refactoring aware SZZ implementation (RA-SZZ) to
deal with the refactoring changes. Further, we evaluated RA-SZZ using a dataset that
could not be validated; therefore, we are unable to evaluate the accuracy of the generated
results. In Study 1, we also observed that previous studies did not use a reliable dataset for
evaluating SZZ; although the adoption of the a trusty dataset is essential to evaluate the
SZZ accuracy. Therefore, a risk exists that some limitations of the RA-SZZ algorithm may
affect our results. Moreover, evaluating the accuracy using a reliable dataset is relevant for
improving our implementation.
In this context, we construct a manually validated dataset based on Defect4J
data (JUST; JALALI; ERNST, 2014) — which is an extensively used dataset (PEARSON
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et al., 2017; XIONG et al., 2017; SHAMSHIRI et al., 2015; QI et al., 2015; LE; LO;
GOUES, 2016) that isolates the bug-fixes from unrelated changes, e.g., feature additions
or refactoring changes — to measure the RA-SZZ accuracy.
We revisit the known RA-SZZ limitations to endorse and refine our implementa-
tion using the built reliable dataset to measure the accuracy of our refactoring aware
implementation. We also perform a new manual analysis to investigate the main reasons
of confusion in the RA-SZZ results. Estimating the limitations that recur most often is
essential to understand the efforts that required to improve the algorithm in future studies.
We expect that the SZZ improvements that have been investigated in this thesis
can be applied to studies that use SZZ as a foundation to perform experiments in software
engineering, as well as may improve the SZZ acceptance for use in practice.
1.4 Main Contributions
We highlight the main contributions after performing our studies:
• Study 1: What is the state-of-the-art of the SZZ algorithm?
– We identified 589 citations and references from the first two seminal SZZ papers,
of which 103 papers were mapped to be further analyzed. The majority of the
analyzed papers use SZZ as a foundation for their empirical studies (81 papers
— 79%); therefore, we notice that research using SZZ is still in evidence in the
community (Section 3.3.1);
– Although a significant and growing research community uses the SZZ algorithm,
few studies propose direct improvements to SZZ (5 papers — 6%) (Section 3.3.2);
– We mapped only four papers (4 papers — 4%) reporting an actual evaluation
of SZZ, of which the only one evaluate SZZ using software developer in practice,
i.e., using an industrial setting. We also notice a lack of a ground truth data to
evaluated SZZ (Section 3.3.4);
– Also, we identified six papers (6%) that proposed alternative approaches to SZZ,
which find fix-inducing changes in a different way than SZZ (Section 3.3.3);
– Finally, we mapped important SZZ open-gaps pointed out by the studies that
used or evaluated the SZZ algorithm; we observe that SZZ has unaddressed
limitations, such as the impossibility to find fix-inducing changes when their
respective fixing changes have only code addition; the lack of adoption of SZZ by
practitioners; and the non-recognition of the refactoring changes (Section 3.4).
• Study 2: How much bias does SZZ have due to refactoring changes?
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– We identified that 19.9% (110,928) of the removed lines during fixes are related
to refactoring changes — they should not be traced back by SZZ. This result
suggests that refactoring changes during bug-fixes may have a considerable
impact on current SZZ implementations in terms of producing false positives
(Section 4.4.1);
– The refactoring lines found by RefDiff represent 6.5% (30,562 lines) of the
potential fix-inducing lines that are flagged by MA-SZZ (meta-change aware
SZZ ) — a state-of-the-art SZZ implementation (Section 4.4.1);
– Our results should be interpreted as a lower bound of the total of refactoring lines
that SZZ may flag, since RefDiff can only detect 13 refactoring types (SILVA;
VALENTE, 2017). Nevertheless, SZZ may also be tainted by refactoring changes
that occur during bug-fixes (Section 4.4.1);
– We incorporated the RefDiff tool into an existing SZZ implementation and
propose a refactoring aware SZZ implementation (RA-SZZ) (Section 4.4.2);
– RA-SZZ reduces 20.8% of the lines that were inadequately flagged as fix-inducing
changes by MA-SZZ (i.e., false positives), and it traces the history further back
for 41% of the fix-inducing lines deemed as refactoring changes (Section 4.4.2);
– Our results also reveal that 47.95% of the analyzed fix-inducing lines are
related to equivalent changes that RA-SZZ should not flag as fix-inducing,
such as undetected refactoring (8.49%); multiple refactoring per line (15.89%);
addition/removal of unnecessary code (2.47%) etc. (Section 4.4.3);
– We found that RA-SZZ reduces 6% of the disagreement ratio compared to MA-
SZZ; however, RA-SZZ still achieves similar values for the “multiple future bugs”
and “time-span” metrics as compared to that observed in previous implementa-
tions; therefore, RA-SZZ still needs to improve the accuracy (Section 4.4.4).
• Study 3: How can the SZZ algorithm be improved using a validated
dataset?
– We built a validated dataset to evaluate both existing and future SZZ imple-
mentations, based on Defects4J (JUST; JALALI; ERNST, 2014), a real and
ground truth dataset extensively used for empirical studies (Section 5.2.3);
– We integrated a novel refactoring-detection tool (RMiner) (TSANTALIS et al.,
2018) in our RA-SZZ implementation and refine other RA-SZZ limitation to
improve the accuracy. After that, RA-SZZ has become 60% more accurate for
detecting refactoring in the fix-inducing changes (Section 5.4);
– After refining, RA-SZZ generated results are generally 8% more precise than
the previous SZZ implementations (Section 5.5.1);
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– Our refinements made the RA-SZZ more accurate that MA-SZZ; a median, of
44% of the lines that are flagged by refined RA-SZZ as fix-inducing, for each
bug-fix, are valid, while this number is only 29% in MA-SZZ-generated results
(Section 5.5.1);
– Our results also indicate that SZZ results can become up to 41% more accurate
if only actual valid bug-fix lines are used as input (Section 5.5.1);
– We observed that 23.02% of undetected invalid bug-fixes still are related to
undetected refactoring changes or equivalent changes, and that RA-SZZ can
improve the recognition of these changes (Section 5.5.2);
– Regarding the lines that RA-SZZ still incorrectly flags as fix-inducing changes,
31.17% are attributed to undetected refactorings, 13.64% to equivalent changes,
and 12.99% to rollbacks (Section 5.5.2).
1.5 Document Organization
The remainder of this document is organized as follows.
Chapter 2 presents the background and essential concepts used in the thesis scope,
concerning refactoring changes, fix-inducing changes and the SZZ algorithm.
Chapter 3 presents the results of the systematic literature study (Study 1) per-
formed to explore the state-of-the-art on the SZZ algorithm and identify challenges and
opportunities for the research and practice regarding SZZ.
Chapter 4 presents the methodology, and the results of the empirical study (Study
2) performed to investigate the impact of the refactoring changes in SZZ results, discussing
the main findings.
Chapter 5 presents our results for Study 3, performed to revisit known SZZ
limitations by using a validated dataset to measure the accuracy of our implementation.
Chapter 6 presents related work for this thesis.
Finally, in Chapter 7 we draw our conclusions and future work.
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2 Background
This chapter describes the primary definition, techniques, and tools required for an
understanding of this thesis. We explain the difference between concepts such as bug-fix
changes and fix-inducing changes. In addition, we also describe the SZZ algorithm while
outlining how the SZZ implementations evolved.
2.1 Bug-fix changes versus Fix-inducing changes
Definition 1—Bug-fix change. Bug-fix changes refer to changes that are
known to fix a bug that is reported on an Issue Tracking System (ITS, e.g., JIRA
and Bugzilla). There are several heuristics that rely on ITS information to identify bug-fix
changes (ČUBRANIĆ; MURPHY, 2003; FISCHER; PINZGER; GALL, 2003a; FISCHER;
PINZGER; GALL, 2003b). These heuristics are used upon change logs in Source Code
Management (SCM). For example, if a change log contains references to bug IDs that can
also be found on the respective ITSs, such a change is deemed as bug-fixing. Figure 2 shows
an illustrative example of a bug-fix change (change #3), which refers to a bug reported by
issue #123. During a bug-fix change several lines are added, removed or modified. We call
each one of these lines as bug-fix lines.
Figure 2 – Illustrative example of a bug-fix change and a fix-inducing change over time
Definition 2—Fix-inducing change. Fix-inducing changes are code changes
that potentially induce a bug in the future after their introduction into the system (ŚLIW-
ERSKI; ZIMMERMANN; ZELLER, 2005b). The software engineering (SE) community
uses several terms to refer to this kind of change, e.g., defect inducing change (ÇAGLAYAN;
BENER, 2016), bug origin and bug-introducing changes (KIM et al., 2006; DA COSTA
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et al., 2017; SINHA; SINHA; RAO, 2010). In this work, we adopt the terminology fix-
inducing change that is used by Śliwerski et al. (ŚLIWERSKI; ZIMMERMANN; ZELLER,
2005b). The adoption of this term is essential for snowballing to find the correct papers
for the “start set,” since is the terminology used by the seminal SZZ paper (ŚLIWERSKI;
ZIMMERMANN; ZELLER, 2005b). In Figure 2, a change introduces a bug at time T2
(i.e., fix-inducing change). Later, issue #123 is reported on the ITS due to change #2 (T3).
Finally, change #3 fixes the bug that is reported by issue #123. A fix-inducing change
contains a set of lines of code that are added, removed or modified during the change. We
refer to the code lines of a fix-inducing change as fix-inducing lines.
2.2 SZZ algorithm
Identifying and preventing bugs in software systems is an overarching goal of the
software engineering (SE) community (HATA; MIZUNO; KIKUNO, 2010a; NGUYEN;
MASSACCI, 2013; HATA; MIZUNO; KIKUNO, 2012; MISIRLI; SHIHAB; KAMEI, 2016;
ŚLIWERSKI; ZIMMERMANN; ZELLER, 2005b; KIM et al., 2006; SINHA; SINHA; RAO,
2010). In this matter, Śliwerski et al. (ŚLIWERSKI; ZIMMERMANN; ZELLER, 2005b)
proposed the seminal SZZ algorithm to identify fix-inducing changes (see Definition 2).
To identify fix-inducing changes, the SZZ algorithm starts by analyzing the bug-fix
changes (see Definition 1). Nowadays, many software projects use ITS to manage the
progress of bug-fixing activities, e.g., JIRA and Bugzilla — web-systems with general-
purpose issue-tracker. The use of an ITS also encourages development teams to record
bug IDs in change logs to indicate which bug reports these changes are fixing. With this
information available, some SZZ implementations use the mechanisms that were proposed
by Cubranic and Murphy (ČUBRANIĆ; MURPHY, 2003) and Fischer et al. (FISCHER;
PINZGER; GALL, 2003a; FISCHER; PINZGER; GALL, 2003b) to link bug IDs that are
found in change logs to their respective bug reports on the ITS. For example, if a change
log mentions the ID of a bug report, that change is very likely to be a bug-fix change.
Figure 3 provides an illustrative example of how SZZ works. In V2, a loop is added
to print an array (V2: lines 3,4,5). This change introduces an array index out of range bug,
since the loop has a number of iterations that is greater than the elements of the array.
Eventually, this bug is reported on the ITS with an issue ID of #123. In this case, V2 is a
fix-inducing change that is fixed by V3, which changes the loop terminating condition,
i.e., statement (V3: line 3).
By using the aforementioned heuristics (e.g., references of bug IDs within change
logs), the SZZ algorithm identifies a bug ID within the V3 log, which refers to the bug
#123 (Figure 3.a). Hence, V3 is found to be a bug-fix change. Next, SZZ performs a diff
operation between the bug-fix change and the previous change (Figure 3.b) to identify
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Figure 3 – Illustrative Example 1
how the bug was fixed. In our example, line 3 was modified to fix the bug #123. Finally,
to locate the fix-inducing change, SZZ traces back in code history (e.g., using the git
blame function) to find the change that introduced the bug, i.e., the fix-inducing change
(Figure 3.c).
2.2.1 Existing SZZ implementations
The initial SZZ implementation (ŚLIWERSKI; ZIMMERMANN; ZELLER, 2005b)
uses the annotate function provided by particular SCMs (e.g., Subversion) to identify the
latest change that introduced each removed/modified line of a bug-fix change. Kim et
al. (KIM et al., 2006) improved SZZ by using an annotation-graph that helps SZZ avoid
flagging comments, blank lines and cosmetic changes as potential fix-inducing changes.
Later, da Costa et al. (DA COSTA et al., 2017) noticed that SZZ erroneously flagged
meta-changes, such as branch/merge and property changes, as potential fix-inducing
changes. Then, they proposed the MA-SZZ (meta change aware SZZ ) (DA COSTA et al.,
2017) implementation, which disregards meta-changes as fix-inducing. The authors also
proposed a conceptual framework to evaluate SZZ implementations. The framework was
used to compare the results of five previous SZZ implementations. Their results suggest
that current state-of-the-art SZZ implementations may still be improved. For example,
SZZ still needs to avoid flagging refactoring changes (PRECHELT; PEPPER, 2014) as
fix-inducing (see Definition 3).
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2.3 Refactoring changes
Definition 3—Refactoring. Fowler (FOWLER; BECK, 1999) defines refactor-
ing as being a change performed to improve the design of a system without changing
its external behavior. For instance, we understand that a refactoring is also a kind of
equivalent change (see Definition 5). Nevertheless, it is not the goal of our work to dive
into the conceptual similarities/differences between a refactoring change and an equivalent
change. Thus, we advise the reader to be attained by our provided definitions when reading
these terms in the remainder of this document.
Fowler (FOWLER; BECK, 1999) also presents an extensive catalogue of 63 differ-
ent refactorings. Moreover, several studies (KIM; ZIMMERMANN; NAGAPPAN, 2012;
MURPHY-HILL; PARNIN; BLACK, 2012; TSANTALIS et al., 2013) state that refactoring
change is a technique frequently used by developers. Thus, it impacts on identifying bug-fix
changes that are used in many applications (JUNG; OH; YI, 2009), including the SZZ
algorithm, as well as identifying fix-inducing changes generated by SZZ.
Definition 4—Refactoring line. Refactoring lines refer to a set of lines of code
that are deemed as refactoring for each change (i.e., either bug-fix or fix-inducing changes).
For example, let us consider a bug-fix (or fix-inducing change) b that has a set of lines
of code Lb = {l1, l2, ..., ln}. After applying a refactoring-detection tool to Lb, we obtain a
subset Rb ⊂ Lb that contains all the refactoring lines.
2.3.1 The Impact of Refactoring changes within SZZ
A bug-fix change consists of multiple lines. However, not all of these lines are
responsible for the bug-fix. For example, developers may decide to refactor the code while
performing a bug-fix (PRECHELT; PEPPER, 2014). We present another illustrative
example in Figure 4 to explain this scenario. Change #4 fixes a problem in the conditional
statement of the loop at line #4, i.e., instead of ≤ the statement should be <.
Figure 4 – Illustrative Example 2 showing the difference in SZZ-generated data caused by a
refactoring aware SZZ (RA-SZZ) implementation
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Change #4 also renames the method foo() to bar() (i.e., #3-#4, line 1). In addition,
change #3 stores the size of the array in the variable s (i.e., line #3), which is later used
in the loop at line #4. Both the method rename and the use of a temporarily variable are
considered as refactoring changes (see Definition 3).
In our example, SZZ would erroneously flag changes #1 and #3 (i.e., false positives)
when tracing the history of lines #1 and #4 of change #4 (Figure 4.a). On the other hand,
an eventual refactoring aware SZZ implementation could automatically identify and handle
those refactoring changes. In fact, change #2 is the one responsible for introducing the
bug illustrated in Figure 4.b.
2.3.2 Refactoring-detection tools
By applying a refactoring-detection tool to a change, we can obtain a subset of
changed lines that contains the refactoring lines. Several solutions are proposed in literature
for detecting refactoring changes, with different accuracy and supported refactorings.
Table 1 shows six well-known refactoring-detection tools, highlighting the number of
refactorings recognized by each one (3rd column), and their lower accuracy — i.e., precision
(PCS column) and recall metrics (RCL column) — among the evaluations carried out in the
literature.
The Ref-Finder (PRETE et al., 2010; KIM et al., 2010) tool has a greater number
of supported refactorings among them, being able to recognize all 63 types from the
Fowler’s catalog (FOWLER; BECK, 1999). However, evaluations conducted both by Silva
Table 1 – Summary of well-known refactoring-detection tools
Tool Author Refactoring types PCS RCL
Refactoring
Miner
(TSANTALIS et al., 2013;
SILVA; TSANTALIS;
VALENTE, 2016)
14 high-level
refactoring types 63%
1 73%2
Refactoring
Crawler (DIG et al., 2006)
7 high-level
refactorings 42%
2 37%2
Ref-Finder (PRETE et al., 2010; KIMet al., 2010) 63 refactorings 27%
2 24%3
RefDiff (SILVA; VALENTE, 2017) 13 well-knownrefactorings 76%
4 86%4
RMiner (TSANTALIS et al., 2018)
15 evaluated and
other unevaluated
refactorings
98%4 87%4
a (SILVA; TSANTALIS; VALENTE, 2016)
b (SILVA; VALENTE, 2017)
c (SOARES et al., 2013)
d (TSANTALIS et al., 2018)
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et al. (SILVA; VALENTE, 2017) and Soares et al. (SOARES et al., 2013) found that
Ref-Finder achieves the lowest precision (27%) and recall (24%), respectively.
Although with fewer supported refactorings, RMiner and ReffDiff are the tools
that achieve the highest precision and recall among concurrences. Silva et al. (SILVA;
VALENTE, 2017) proposed RefDiff1, a tool that is able to automatically identify 13
refactoring types out of the 63 that are mentioned by Fowler. They (SILVA; VALENTE,
2017) demonstrate that RefDiff obtains a higher precision and recall when compared to
existing approaches. The precision and recall of RefDiff are, respectively, 100% and 88% —
considering data of the evaluation performed by Silva et al. (SILVA; VALENTE, 2017)
themselves; althougt this study (SILVA; VALENTE, 2017) is previous to the paper that
propose the RMiner (TSANTALIS et al., 2018) tool.
More recently, Tsantalis et al. (TSANTALIS et al., 2018) proposed RMiner2,
which achieves higher precision than RefDiff (i.e., 98% and 76%, respectively). RMiner
has 15 evaluated refactoring types, but already supports the majority of the refactoring
types most commonly used in practice by developers (NEGARA et al., 2013; MURPHY-
HILL; PARNIN; BLACK, 2012). Moreover, RMiner has similar recall compared to RefDiff
(i.e., 87% and 86%, respectively).
2.3.3 Studied refactoring types
Extract Method. This refactoring type happens when an existing fragment of
the source code is extracted to add a method, to modularize the source code.
Figure 5 shows an example of this refactoring type in the change #1231604
of the Derby system3. In this example, the method isLockTimeoutOrDeadlock() in
StandardException.java was extracted from line 114 (#1231603) in LockTableConstant
Action.java and replaced by the call to the new method in lines 114-115(#1231604).
Extract Interface. It occurs when an interface is extracted from an existing class
without changing its behavior. For example, in #662664 of the Camel system4, the interface
org.apache.camel.Intercept is extracted from class org.apache.camel.processor.
Interceptor in Interceptor.java file. Figure 6 shows the changed performed in Intercep
tor.java to extract interface Intercept in change #662664. On the other hand, interface
Intercept was created in a new homonyms file (Intercept.java).
Extract Superclass. Similarly, this refactoring type occurs when a super class is
extracted of a class and the origin class extends the new class. For example, in change
1 <https://github.com/aserg-ufmg/RefDiff> (July 2017)
2 <https://github.com/msellamiTN/rminer> (June 2018)
3 <https://svn.apache.org/viewvc?view=revision&revision=1231604> (June 2018)
4 <https://svn.apache.org/viewvc?view=revision&revision=66266> (June 2018)
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Figure 5 – Diff between the changes #1231603 and #1231604 of the Derby system
showing a hunk example with “Extract Method” refactoring change in lines
747-758 in the StandardException.java file (a) and in 114-115 in the
LockTableConstantAction.java file (b).
Figure 6 – Diff between the changes #662663 and #662664 of the Camel system showing a hunk
example with “Extract Interface” refactoring change in lines 20 and 30 in the file
Interceptor.java.
#393597 of the Tuscany system5 a new class is implemented (BaseCommandImpl) which is
extracted from class ApplyChangesCommandImpl. Then, the class ApplyChangesCommandImpl
is changed to extend the class BaseCommandImpl with its extracted methods.
Move Attribute/Method/Class. This refactoring can occur with any code
element. Both RefDiff and RMiner can identify this refactoring for attributes, methods
and classes. It occurs when some of these elements are moved within a same code scope
without changing system behavior. For example, in change #617338 of the Pig system6,
the attribute mapParallelism is moved from line 57 to 59 in class POMapreduce.
5 <https://svn.apache.org/viewvc?view=revision&revision=393597> (June 2018)
6 <https://svn.apache.org/viewvc?view=revision&revision=617338> (June 2018)
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Inline Method. This refactoring happens when an existing method is removed
during a change and the implementation in its scope is incorporated by the methods that
call it. For example, Figure 7 shows that the method setTopic() is removed in change
#1394845 of the Camel system7 — lines 199-220 (#1394844) —, and the source code in
its scope is inlined in method SjmsEndpoint() — lines 67 and 69.
Figure 7 – Diff between the changes #1394845 and #1394844 of the Camel system showing a
hunk example with “Inline Method” refactoring change.
Pull Up Attribute/Method. It occurs when an attribute or a method is moved
from a class to its inherited class. For example, in change #948268 of the Geronimo system8
the attribute moduleLocations is pulled up from class ApplicationInfo (derived class)
to class Module (base class).
Push Down Attribute/Method. It is the reverse of the “Pull Up” refactoring.
It happens when an attribute or a method is moved from the base class to derived class.
For this, any other class in the hierarchy cannot call the removed element from base class.
For example, in change #1374354 of the HBase system9 the attribute LOG is pushed down
from class Store (base class) to class HStore (derived class).
Rename Class/Method. This is a well-known refactoring type that occurs when
a source code element is renamed in the system. Jung et al. (JUNG; OH; YI, 2009) also
identified this change type as an equivalent change, since that it does not affect system
behavior. A renaming example is performed in change #1342803 of the OpenJPA system10,
when class TestEntityWithTimestampPK is renamed to EntityWithTimestampPK.
7 <https://svn.apache.org/viewvc?view=revision&revision=1394845> (June 2018)
8 <https://svn.apache.org/viewvc?view=revision&revision=948268> (June 2018)
9 <https://svn.apache.org/viewvc?view=revision&revision=1374354> (June 2018)
10 <https://svn.apache.org/viewvc?view=revision&revision=1342803> (June 2018)
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2.4 Equivalent Changes
Definition 5—Equivalent changes. We use the term equivalent changes, as
defined by da Costa et al. (DA COSTA et al., 2017), to refer to code changes (usually
related to a specific programming language, e.g., Java) that do not change software behavior.
For example, the swap of Java loop styles—from for(int i=0 ; i < papers.size() ;
i++) to for(Paper p : papers)—or the addition/deletion of equivalent syntax code—
removal of an unnecessary this keyword. These changes are equivalent within the Java
programming language and by no means should modify the behavior of a software system.
Therefore, SZZ should not flag such changes as fix-inducing changes. Henceforth, we use
the term equivalent changes to refer to instances of aforementioned examples.
Figure 8 shows a hunk example with an equivalent change performed in the change
#38018 for the Active-MQ system11. In this hunk, a change is performed to improve the
code legibility. Three temporary variables (producerId, state, and context) are added,
respectively in lines 337, 338, and 339, and the method called in line 337 is replaced by
line 340, using the new variables to pass values by parameter to the method. Since the
change does not affect the system behavior/semantic, it is a non-fix change.
Figure 8 – Diff between revisions #380180 and #380179 of the Active-MQ system showing a
hunk example with an equivalent change in lines 337-340.
2.4.1 Patterns of Equivalent Changes
Jung et al. (JUNG; OH; YI, 2009) performed a manual analysis in 2,149 hunks of
the 50 bug-fix changes of three open source systems (Eclipse, Lucene, and Columba) in
order to identify equivalent changes that are not bug-fix. They called these changes non-fix
patterns. As a result, they identified 11 patterns of equivalent changes in the analyzed
dataset. In addition, other studies (DA COSTA et al., 2017; JACKSON; LADD et al.,
1994) also identified some equivalent changes patterns. We gather and revisit these patterns
identified by previous studies below.
11 <https://svn.apache.org/viewvc?view=revision&revision=380180> (June 2018)
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• Import change. This equivalent change occurs when just import packages are added
or deleted in a hunk, without affecting the system semantic (JUNG; OH; YI, 2009);
• Remove optional access modifier. In some cases, access modifiers are optional,
e.g., public modifier in Java interfaces12. Thus, just removing or adding an un-
necessarry access modifier in this case is an equivalent change (DA COSTA et al.,
2017);
• Rename equivalent variable types. When replacing the variable type by an
equivalent, e.g., the Long to long in Java language (DA COSTA et al., 2017);
• Rename code elements. Code elements (e.g., packages, methods, variables etc) are
commonly renamed to enhance the legibility without changing code behavior (JUNG;
OH; YI, 2009). This operation is also a known refactoring type (see Section 2.3).
• Swap iteration or condition style. It occurs when an iteration or condition style
is swapping but maintaining the code behavior (DA COSTA et al., 2017), e.g., the
replacement of the old-fashioned for Java loop for the most recent syntax;13
• Temporary variable. Just adding or removing temporary variables or constants,
such as it occurs in Figure 8, is an equivalent change (JUNG; OH; YI, 2009);
• Add/remove unnecessary code. Some code structures are optional, e.g., braces in
scope with just one statement. In this case, removing or adding these code structures
do not affect the code behavior (JUNG; OH; YI, 2009);
• Swap condition of if-statement. When reversing the conditional expression in
an if-statement but with no change to the code behavior (JACKSON; LADD et
al., 1994). For example, “if (foo > 0) return true; else return false;” and
“if (foo <= 0) return false; else return true;” are equivalent changes.
• Unnecessary this. In Java, some uses of this keyword are unnecessary. Removing
or adding this when unnecessary is an equivalent change (JUNG; OH; YI, 2009);
• Change class attributes. Class attributes can be interfaces or inheritances infor-
mation on the class. This information can be changed without changing the class
behavior, e.g., when replacing an interface for other with same methods (JUNG; OH;
YI, 2009);
• Add/remove method. Adding or removing method for simplification/modularity
of the code, without affecting the system behavior (JUNG; OH; YI, 2009);
12 <https://docs.oracle.com/javase/tutorial/java/IandI/interfaceDef.html> (June 2018)
13 <https://coderanch.com/t/408756/java/loop-loop> (June 2018)
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• Exchange between constants and variables. To improve the readability and
maintainability of code, it can replace constant values by the corresponding constant
variables without affecting system behavior (JUNG; OH; YI, 2009);
• Change debugging printouts. Changes in debugging and logging printouts are
not directly related with the external behavior of the system; thus, they do not affect
behavior (JUNG; OH; YI, 2009);
• Initialization with declaration. When it separates the initialization and declara-
tion into two statements (or vice-versa) (JUNG; OH; YI, 2009);
• Deep semantics. This pattern comprises the remainings structures of the language
that have semantic equivalence, such as different cast operation in Java language
(JUNG; OH; YI, 2009).
2.5 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we presented some concepts and techniques used in this thesis
scope. Firstly, we discussed the concept of bug-fix change, which refers to changes in the
source code that fix some bug reported in an issue tracking system (ITS). Subsequently,
we presented other important concepts related to bug analysis, that is fix-inducing change,
a potential change that introduces the bug reported in the ITS. Then, we presented the
SZZ algorithm and how it works. Also, we discussed refactoring changes and how they
impact the SZZ execution. In the last section, we discussed equivalent changes, revisiting
some of the main types of these changes.
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3 What is the state-of-the-art of the SZZ al-
gorithm? (Study 1)
There is no existing research work that widely surveys how SZZ has been extended
and evaluated by the software engineering community. Rodríguez-Perez et al. (RODRÍGUEZ-
PÉREZ; ROBLES; GONZÁLEZ-BARAHONA, 2018) investigate how SZZ has been used
in the literature, but still focused on the reproducibility and the credibility in the empirical
software engineering. In this context, this chapter presents the results of the systematic
mapping study that was conducted to explore the state-of-the-art of the SZZ algorithm, in
special, we investigate: (i) how SZZ has been explored to support existing research work
in the community, (ii) what are the reported SZZ limitations and proposed improvements,
and (iii) how SZZ has been evaluated by previous studies. Our results help the community
to understand better the challenges and opportunities for research related to SZZ. The
results of this study are fundamental to measure the importance of the SZZ algorithm for
the research community as well as to identify what problems have been reported in the
literature.
We conducted the systematic mapping study using existing guidelines of a snow-
balling approach (WOHLIN, 2014). Unlike other search approaches, the snowballing
technique uses a “start set” of pre-selected papers as the basis for the following searches.
We adopt the snowballing as main search technique in this study since it allows us to
start from the first two seminal SZZ papers and then to map further study related to the
SZZ algorithm. Thus, we use these two papers as the entry point of our snowballing and
analyze all the citations and references of these papers.
3.1 Research Questions
The main goal of our mapping study are: (i) to understand the developed research
work related to the SZZ algorithm; and (ii) to identify open challenges and improvement
research opportunities related to it. In particular, our work addresses the following research
questions (RQ):
RQ1. What are the characteristics of the research related to SZZ? Motivation: By un-
derstanding the types of research that applies the SZZ algorithm we may identify
research areas that are still unexplored. In addition, we may also find the open
challenges in those areas that are heavily explored.
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RQ1.1. How much research has been invested on SZZ? Motivation: Our goal is
to quantify the work that uses SZZ. This RQ is important to measure
how much effort has been invested in evaluating and improving the SZZ
algorithm. Also, this sub-question helps us to identify whether SZZ is an
active research topic in the SE community.
RQ1.2. How has SZZ been used in existing research? Motivation: Identifying
the purposes to which SZZ is being used is important to find research
opportunities that may have been neglected by researchers. For example,
has SZZ been used as a tool for supporting empirical research or improving
SZZ itself has been the main topic of research?
RQ1.3. What research problems are related to SZZ? Motivation: It is important to
identify which research problems are most recurrently related to SZZ, for
this investigation may indicate what kind of research is mostly affected
by the SZZ advantages and limitations.
RQ2. What improvements have been proposed to SZZ? Motivation: Yet widely used, SZZ
has limitations. In this matter, prior studies proposed several improvements to
SZZ. The purpose of this RQ is to identify what improvements have already been
proposed and implemented to SZZ. This investigation is important to find new
opportunities for further improving the SZZ algorithm.
RQ3. What are the alternatives to the SZZ algorithm? Motivation: SZZ is not the only
algorithm whose goal is to identify fix-inducing changes (SINHA; SINHA; RAO,
2010; MENEELY et al., 2013; WEN; WU; CHEUNG, 2016). The identification of
alternative approaches to SZZ helps us to study the advantages and disadvantages
of each approach.
RQ4. How much research has been invested to evaluate SZZ? Motivation: It is important
to investigate whether SZZ has been thoroughly evaluated. For example, how
large are the SZZ-generated datasets that are being evaluated? How many SZZ
implementations have been evaluated? This investigation helps us to identify the
limitations of the existing work that evaluates SZZ.
Chapter Organization. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 3.2 highlights the protocol adopted in our systematic literature study, while
Section 3.3 shows the results of this study. Section 3.4 presents open challenges related to
SZZ. Section 3.5 discusses the threats to the validity of this study. We draw conclusions
and outline venues for future work in Section 3.6 and, finally, Section 3.7 summarizes this
chapter.
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3.2 Study Protocol
We follow the guidelines proposed by Wohlin (WOHLIN, 2014) for conducting
a snowballing approach in systematic literature study — i.e., systematic mapping or
systematic reviews. Snowballing is a searching technique that was already adopted, for
example, by Rasool and Arshad (RASOOL; ARSHAD, 2015) and Wu et al. (WU et al.,
2016). This technique is commonly used to extend a systematic literature study, but
in our case, we have a well-defined starting point, which are the papers that originally
proposed the SZZ algorithm. Thus, we chose the snowballing since it allows us to start
from relevant and origin SZZ papers and then to map further study derived from origin
implementation. The snowballing technique starts from a “start set” of papers, which
are used to iteratively find relevant papers. There are two types of iterations to select
papers for a systematic mapping study. Iterations through citations (forward iterations)
and references (backward iterations). In our work, we performed the snowballing ap-
proach for the period of August to October 2016. Appendix I presents a list of the selected
papers from our study. A full list of the analyzed papers is available in our online appendix.1
3.2.1 Data Source and Selection of Start Set
We adopted the snowballing search technique (WOHLIN, 2014) in our systematic
mapping study. According to Wohlin guidelines (WOHLIN, 2014), keywords of RQs should
be used as the input to perform searches in search engines. These searches return a tentative
“start set” of papers. In our work, we use Google Scholar (as advised by Wohlin (WOHLIN,
2014)) to avoid publisher bias rather than searching in a single database of a given
publisher.
Figure 9 shows an overview of the process to select the “start set” of papers.
We performed the search in August 2016 on Google Scholar using the term “identifying
fix-inducing changes”. The search returned 35 candidate papers for inclusion. After ana-
lyzing the initial list, we excluded candidates which were out of the scope of our study –
i.e., research work that does not have the main focus to propose an SZZ implementation.
We also excluded candidates that were non-peer reviewed. Also, we joined the different
versions of the same study, considering only the extended version. Finally, we select the
most relevant and highly cited papers. As a result, only two papers (henceforth denoted
as P1 and P2) were selected to compose the “start set” for our snowballing.
1 Report available at <https://sites.google.com/site/szzmapping> (June 2018)
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The two selected papers are:
P1. J. Śliwerski, T. Zimmermann, and A. Zeller, When do changes induce fixes?, In
Proceedings of the 2005 International Workshop on Mining Software Repositories
(MSR ’05), 2005, pp. 1-5.
P2. S. Kim, T. Zimmermann, K. Pan, and E. J. Whitehead, Automatic identification of
fix-inducing changes, In Proceedings of the 21st IEEE/ACM International Conference
on Automated Software Engineering (ASE ’06), 2006, pp. 81–90.
Figure 9 – Overview of process of “start set” selection
3.2.2 Snowballing Iteration and Study Selection
The snowballing technique consists of several forward and backward iterations to
respectively analyze all citations and references of the papers that are included in the
“start set”. The papers of our “start set” contain the following number of citations – P1:
505, P2: 148 – and references – P1: 12, P2: 18.
To decide for the inclusion or exclusion of papers in our study, first we read the
title, and abstract. The papers out of the scope of our work were soon discarded after this
stage. Second, the other papers were included or excluded based on the reading of their
relevant parts (text fragments where P1/P2 are cited) and key sections (introduction and
conclusion).
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3.2.2.1 Selection criteria
The following criteria were defined to decide whether a candidate paper should be
considered for snowballing:
• Inclusion criteria. We have included studies that address one or more of the
following aspects:
– improved the SZZ algorithm;
– used SZZ to conduct empirical studies (e.g., case studies, experiments);
– proposed an approach in which SZZ is used;
– proposed an alternative approach to identify fix-inducing changes;
– evaluated or compared the SZZ algorithm to other alternative approaches (or
to other SZZ variations).
• Exclusion criteria. We have excluded studies that:
– were not written in English;
– only cited SZZ in the background or related work sections without focusing on
any of the above inclusion criteria;
– claimed to use SZZ in their studies, but only a mechanism to link bug reports
and changes was used;
– presented some evaluation but focused on evaluating the link recovery mecha-
nism.
3.2.2.2 Study Selection
After selecting papers P1 and P2, we applied the snowballing technique (WOHLIN,
2014) to select relevant papers to our mapping study. Figure 10 shows the snowballing
steps that are adopted in our study. We performed both backward and forward iterations
in the surviving papers, which result, after refinement of results, in a total of 103 papers
that are analyzed and classified in our study. The backward iteration did not find any
results in our study because it does not feel any paper to use, improve or evaluate the
SZZ algorithm before it was proposed by its seminal papers.
3.2.3 Data Extraction
Table 2 shows the fields extracted for each paper. We extracted the following
meta-information: title, abstract, keywords, and authors. In addition, we collect the data
that is necessary to address our RQs: SZZ usage type (RQ1); Year (RQ1.1); Venue (RQ1.1);
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Figure 10 – Overview results for snowballing
Citation count (RQ1.1); Venue type (RQ1.1); Contribution type (RQ1.2); Research problem
type (RQ1.3); Improvement (RQ2); strategies of implementation (RQ2/RQ3); evaluation
strategy (RQ4).
3.3 Study Results
In this section, we present our obtained results for each RQ. After reading all of the
103 papers, we classify them into five categories, which are presented in Figure 11: (i) 81
papers (79%) fully used the SZZ algorithm in their empirical studies (RQ1—Section 3.3.1);
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Table 2 – Data extraction fields
ID Field Question
F1 Title -
F2 Abstract -
F3 Keywords -
F4 SZZ usage type RQ1
F5 Year RQ1.1
F6 Venue RQ1.1
F7 Citation count RQ1.1
F8 Venues type RQ1.1
F9 Contribution type RQ1.2
F10 Research problem type RQ1.3
F11 Improvement description RQ2
F12 Proposed implementation RQ2/RQ3
F13 Evaluation strategy RQ4
F14 Study type RQ4
F15 Analysed dataset information RQ4
(ii) 6 papers (6%) propose direct improvements to the SZZ algorithm (RQ2—Section 3.3.2)
while (iii) 8 papers (8%) propose indirect improvements to the SZZ algorithm, i.e., im-
provements over the mechanisms to link bug reports and changes (RQ2—Section 3.3.2);
(iv) other 6 papers (6%) propose alternative approaches to SZZ (RQ3—Section 3.3.3).
Finally, (v) 4 papers (4%) evaluated the SZZ algorithm (RQ4—Section 3.3.4).
79% (81 papers)
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8% (8 papers)
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Figure 11 – Overview of paper classification
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3.3.1 RQ1. What are the characteristics of the research related to SZZ?
In this RQ, we investigate how SZZ has been used in research. Initially, we pre-
selected 190 papers; however, we further observe that 77 studies do not actually use the
SZZ algorithm. Instead, such studies only perform the recovery of links between changes
and bug reports. These papers were removed, since the recovery of links between changes
and bug reports is not sufficient to identify bug-introducing changes and does not qualify as
an SZZ implementation (ŚLIWERSKI; ZIMMERMANN; ZELLER, 2005b; EYOLFSON;
TAN; LAM, 2011). 10 papers were also removed due to perform evaluation focused on the
recovery link mechanism. After this step, we obtain a total of 81 papers — of a total of
103 selected papers in this snowballing — that actually use SZZ. We map the research
work that uses the SZZ as a tool to support the empirical studies. The recovering of links
between change logs and bug reports have been previously proposed by Čubranić and
Murphy (ČUBRANIĆ; MURPHY, 2003) and Fischer et al. (FISCHER; PINZGER; GALL,
2003a; FISCHER; PINZGER; GALL, 2003b). This technique is usually incorporated into
SZZ implementations to find bug-fix changes. Nevertheless, the sole use of this technique
does not imply using the SZZ itself. Therefore, we do not consider these papers in our
further analysis. On the other hand, we verify that a total of 81 studies truly use the SZZ
to identify fix-inducing changes.
3.3.1.1 RQ1.1. How much research has been invested on SZZ?
Finding 1—Research related to SZZ is still in evidence in the software
engineering community, with high research impact and recent publications.
We analyze the research effort that has been invested on SZZ using two perspectives: (i)
the publications over the years; and (ii) the research impact based on the count of citations.
We also identified which venues have the highest number of publications.
Regarding publications over the years, we identified a total of 81 papers that truly
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Figure 12 – SZZ publications evolution over years
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use SZZ from 2005 (initial SZZ publication) to 2016. Figure 12 shows the number of papers
over the years. We observe a growing trend in the number of publications using SZZ. 2015
has the highest number of studies (13 papers).
Regarding research impact, we used the count of citations that we extracted from
Google Scholar in August 2016. We use this data to calculate the h-index metric of the
analyzed papers. H-index is a known metric for measuring scientific productivity. To
compute the h-index, we first have to count the number of publications related to a given
paper or scientist. As an illustrative example, let us consider that paper X references a set
of papers Z = {z1, z2, z3, z4, z5}. Let us also consider that the citations for each
paper contained in Z is the following {z1=17, z2=9, z3=6, z4=3, z5=2}. In the next
step, the algorithm verifies each citation number in an ascendant order and checks for the
following condition. “Are there at least 2 papers in X that are cited at least 2 times?”. In
case this condition is true, the algorithm tentatively assigns the value 2 to the h-index
and keeps checking the other citation numbers. In our example, the algorithm would stop
at citation number 6, since X refers to only 5 papers. Thus, the h-index would be 3 (last
true condition). Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo-code to calculate h-index metric. With
respect to the 81 studied papers, we found a h-index of 27, which means that there are 27
out of 81 papers that are cited at least 27 times.
input :A set Z with number of citations for each paper in ascending order
output :H-index
1 x ← Z.length;
2 i ← X;
3 repeat
4 subZ ← 0;
5 pivot ← Z[−− i ];
6 j ←= X;
7 repeat
8 if Z[−−j ] >= pivot then
9 subZ ← subZ +1;
10 end
11 until (subZ < pivot and j ! = 0);
12 if subZ == pivot then
13 H-index ← pivot ;
14 end
15 else break;
16 until i ! = 0;
17 return H-index ;
Algoritmo 1: Algorithm to calculate H-Index metric
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Concerning venues, over the period of 2005 to 2016, we identified 9 journals,
26 conferences, and 6 workshops that published papers that use SZZ. These journals,
conferences, and workshops, respectively account for 17 (21%), 55 (68%), and 9 (11%) of
the published studies per venue type. Table 3 shows the top 10 venues. The first and second
column, respectively show the name and venue type (i.e., whether it is a conference, a
journal, or a workshop). The other columns contain the number and percentage of selected
papers.
In the top 10 analyzed venues, all conferences for which metrics are available
on Google Scholar, have a h5-index greater than 20. The top three conferences are:
International Conference Software Engineering (ICSE), International Conference on Mining
Software Repositories (MSR) and International Conference on Software Maintenance and
Evolution (ICSME). Together, these conferences represent 36% of the selected publications.
The next two journals: Empirical Software Engineering and IEEE Transaction Software
Engineering, represent 10% of the selected papers. Altogether, these three conferences and
two journals are renowned venues in the Software Engineering discipline. This result shows
Table 3 – Top 10 venues with publications using SZZ
Venue Type h5-indexa Papers# %
International Conference on Software
Engineering (ICSE) Conference 63 12 15%
International Conference on Mining Software
Repositories (MSR) Conference 34 10 12%
International Conference on Software
Maintenance series (ICSM/ICSME) Conference 27
b 7 9%
Empirical Software Engineering Journal 32 4 5%
IEEE Transaction Software Engineering Journal 52 4 5%
International Conference on Software Analysis,
Evolution, and Reengineering (SANER)c Conference N/A 4 5%
ACM SIGSOFT Software Engineering Notes Journal 21 3 4%
Empirical Software Engineering and
Measurement (ESEM) Conference 22 3 4%
International Conference on Predictive Models
and Data Analytics in Software Engineering
(PROMISE)
Conference N/A 2 2%
International Workshop on Empirical Software
Engineering in Practice (IWESEP) Workshop N/A 2 2%
a h5-index of a publication is the h-index considering only those papers that were published in the last
five years
b Sum of ICSM conference series
a SANER joined with Working Conference on Reverse Engineering (WCRE) series and the European
Conference on Software Maintenance and Reengineering (CSMR) series from 2015. Therefore, SANER
is the joint version of these two conferences (WCRE & CSMR)
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the prestige of SZZ related publications.
3.3.1.2 RQ1.2. How has SZZ been used in existing research?
Finding 2—SZZ is predominantly used as a tool for performing “em-
pirical studies”. Based on the literature search that was performed by da Costa et al. (DA
COSTA et al., 2017) while motivating their SZZ evaluation framework, we classify our
studied papers into three categories. First, we look for studies where SZZ was used to
produce metrics that are used in the empirical studies. Next, we identify whether SZZ
has also been used as a tool that is embedded in existing approaches (e.g., HATARI —
P26). Finally, we also look for studies that used SZZ to aid practitioners to solve industrial
problems. Therefore, we respectively label our studied papers as (i) “SZZ in empirical
studies”, (ii) “SZZ embedded in an approach”, and (iii) “SZZ in practice.”
Figure 13 presents the number of papers per label. For instance, in 74 papers
(91%), SZZ was used as a tool for performing “empirical studies”, while 7 papers (9%) use
SZZ “embedded in an approach”. Nevertheless, none of the papers reported the practical
use of SZZ. Even though An et al. (P133) investigated SZZ-generated in an industrial
setting, their purpose was to evaluate the SZZ algorithm rather than using SZZ to aid
the development team in a real problem. Therefore we classified P133 in the “evaluation”
category.
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Figure 13 – Distribution of SZZ contribution type in the research community
3.3.1.3 RQ1.3. What research problems are related to SZZ?
Finding 3—The main research problem addressed in studies that use
SZZ is “bug prediction modelling”, followed by “social and contextual fac-
tors” and “source code analysis”. We study the research problems to which SZZ
is employed in our studied papers. We identified three main types of research problems:
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(i) source code analysis, i.e., studies that used SZZ to perform quality assurance based
on source code analysis; (ii) social and contextual factors, i.e., studies that used SZZ to
collect characteristics of fix-inducing changes and perform correlations with social and/or
contextual (e.g., time) factors; and (iii) bug prediction modeling, i.e., studies that used
SZZ to evaluate or to train particular bug prediction models. Then, we group the studies
in these four categories to summarize the number of papers per category (Figure 14).
Table 5 shows the number of papers per category. Some categories have sub-
categories in which their papers are further grouped. In general, each paper is classified
into a single category, with the exception of P133, P90, and P66. An et al. (P133) analyzed
the relationship of the developer experience with the number of changes that introduced
bugs and also proposed a prediction model to help developers to detect and fix the bug-
prone code. Therefore, this paper is grouped into “Social and Contextual Factors (developer
features)” and “Bug Prediction Modelling (approach, method or tool)” categories. Similarly,
Table 5 – Research problems to which SZZ is used
Study Category/Sub-Category Paper grouped per topic research
Source Code
Analysis
change
analysis
change impact (P80, P129); co-changes (P139);
change types (P120, P149); refactoring (P24,
P40); P95 (change authorship); number of
changes (P66, P90, P164); P172
bug
analysis vulnerabilities (P78); P13; P145; P190
code
aspects
P58 (signature patterns); P4 (crosscutting
concerns); P158 (lexical smells); P47 (micro
patterns); P138 (self-admitted technical debt
impact)
Social and
Contextual Factors
developer
features
experience (P20, P33, P132, P133, P144, P161,
P166, P179); behaviour (P124); focus (P38);
programing habits (P17, P142); ability to fix
bug and general features (P46, P112, P164);
code review practices (P93, P126)
temporal
features
day and time of bugs (P33, P66, P90); code
change frequency (P90); bug-fix time (P18)
team
features
collaboration (P173); communication (P37,
P134, P146, P192); ownership (P132); pair
programming (P121); P46; P38
Bug Prediction
Modelling
approach,
method or
tool
P3; P6; P16; P26; P35; P36; P39; P41; P43;
P53; P65; P81; P83; P94; P116; P117; P118;
P123; P133; P136; P137; P155; P156; P162;
P170; P171; P174; P187; P191; P193
evaluation
of
approach
P19; P31; P36; P42; P56; P73; P88; P109
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Figure 14 – Studied papers per category
We classify Eyolfson et al. (P90) and Asaduzzaman et al. (P66) into “Source Code Analysis
(change analysis)” and “Social and Contextual Factors (temporal features)” categories.
Table 5 shows the complete list of papers assigned to their specific categories.
a) Source Code Analysis
This category includes studies that use SZZ to perform quality assurance based on
Source code analysis. For example, Misirli et al. (P129) used SZZ algorithm to find the
fix-inducing changes of six projects. Then, they studied the impact of these changes for
each developer. In particular, the authors used three metrics, which are (i) code churn;
(ii) the number of modified files; and (iii) number of affected subsystems per modified file.
Their goal was to identify high impact fix-inducing changes, i.e., fix-inducing changes that
require a great effort to fix. The authors found that fixes that have a great number of
added lines, number of developers, and number of previous file modifications are related
to high impact fix-inducing changes. Moreover, they built a specific model to identify high
impact fix-inducing changes, which saves the efforts of analyzing fix-inducing changes in
4% (i.e., when compared to general models). We label papers that mainly investigate code
changes (e.g., co-changes and impact of changes) as change analysis.
Another example of this sub-category is P66. Asaduzzaman et al. (P66) also studied
the correlation between system files and number of files that are affected in a change and
its respective fix-inducing changes as identified by SZZ. The goal was to discover whether
the number of files in a change affects the chances of a bug to be introduced. Their results
indicate that fix-inducing changes involve more files on average than bug-fix changes.
The change analysis sub-category includes 12 studies that are shown in the first row of
Table 5. P66 also pertains to the social and contextual factors category, since the authors
investigated the day of the week that bugs are introduced (using Android projects).
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Another sub-category of the source code analysis category is the bug analysis. This
sub-category comprises the research that uses SZZ to investigate the effect of bug. These
studies may help a development team to prioritize bug-fixes depending on particular
warning types. For example, Kim et al. (P13) verified whether the warnings generated by
three bug-finding tools (FindBugs, JLint, and PMD) in three projects (Columba, Lucene,
and Scarab) were related to fix-inducing changes. The authors found that approximately
90% of warnings were not related to fix-inducing changes.
Other papers of the source code analysis category investigate specific code aspects.
For example, Kim et al. (P58) used SZZ to correlate the occurrence of fix-inducing changes
with the occurrence of method signature changes. The authors argue that investigating
method signature changes is important to understand software evolution. Their goal was
to find whether method signature changes increased the frequency of bugs. The authors
grouped code changes into two buckets: the ones with signature-changes and without
signature-changes. Then, the authors count the number of fix-inducing changes in each
bucket. The authors found that the fix-inducing change rate in the signature changes
bucket is significantly higher than in the non-signature changes bucket.
Figure 15 shows the number of studies within the source code analysis category
including its sub-categories.
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Figure 15 – The number of papers per sub-category of the source code analysis category
b) Social and Contextual Factors
The social and contextual factors category includes 25 papers that used SZZ
to collect characteristics of fix-inducing changes and perform correlations with social
and/or contextual (e.g., time) factors. For example, correlations between the incidence of
fix-inducing changes and developer experience were performed. Other factors that were
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correlated with fix-inducing changes were the time of day, team practices, and programming
habits. In Figure 16, we show the number of papers within the social and contextual factors
category along with its three sub-categories.
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Figure 16 – The number of papers per sub-category of the social and contextual factors category
The sum of papers of each sub-category does not match the total number of papers
in the category because one paper may be included in one or more sub-categories. For
example, we classify P90 into the temporal features and developer features sub-categories.
In P90, Eyolfson et al. used SZZ to trace back the source code history of three projects
(Linux kernel, PostgreSQL, and Xorg Server) to identify fix-inducing changes (referred by
authors as bugginess rate). Their goal was to analyze when/where bugs are more likely
to be introduced. In particular, the authors correlate fix-inducing change rates with the
time of day and the day of the week of a code change. In addition, they also study the
correlation between fix-inducing changes and developer characteristics. For example, the
authors study the frequency of code changes that were performed by a developer (e.g., daily
or monthly). Their results show that developers of the Linux kernel who perform changes
on a daily basis, produced the smallest fix-inducing change percentage. On the other
hand, in the Xorg server project, developers who do not commit code daily have lower
fix-inducing change rates.
Regarding the temporal feature, the authors did not reach conclusive results. Their
results show that the number of fix-inducing changes over the days of the week is very
similar. This result has a different direction than the one of the SZZ seminal paper (P1),
which finds that code changes performed on Friday are likely to have more bugs. Therefore,
the authors conclude that bug predictions that rely on days of the week need to consider
project specificities.
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Moreover, the developer features sub-category includes work that studies the
characteristics of developers (e.g., Rahman et al. – P20); the the behavior of developers
in software projects (Makedonski et al. – P124); the focus of developers on specific tasks
(Posnett et al. – P38), impact of programming habits in bugs/fixings (e.g., Pan et al. – P17),
ability to fix bug and general features (e.g., Matsumoto et al. – P46), and participation in
code review practices (e.g., Kononenko et al. – P93). In most of these papers, SZZ is used
to collect fix-inducing change metrics to perform correlations with the investigated research
object. Examples include the number of fix-induce changes or bug fixes per developer.
Finally, the team features sub-category contains the papers that performed cor-
relations of characteristics of development teams and software quality. For example, the
collaboration intensity between developers and bugs (Aglayan and Bener – P173); degree
of communication (e.g., Abreu and Premraj – P37); pair programming (Ell – P121) etc.
Similar to the team feature subcategory, in the team features subcategory, SZZ was mainly
used to study the software quality (i.e., assuming that quality may be measured by rate
of fix-inducing changes). For example, Aglayan and Bener (P173) performed an empirical
study that compared metrics related to developer team collaboration and change type in
two large projects – an industrial software and the open source Eclipse project. In total,
five collaboration network metrics were analyzed and correlated with the following change
types: fix-inducing changes (using original SZZ approach); bug-fix changes; and normal
changes, i.e., the remaining changes. As a result, the authors found that a large number
of developers in a direct collaboration may lead to a higher bug incidence. Moreover, they
also observed that more experienced developers have relatively higher fix-inducing change
rates.
c) Bug Prediction Modelling
Most papers use the SZZ algorithm to evaluate particular models, predict bugs
– through an empirical study – or to train just-in-time machine learning algorithms. 37
papers were labelled in this category. Figure 17 shows the number of papers within this
category along with its two sub-categories.
Two papers deserve special mention. P3, a relevant work with 288 citations (based
on Google Scholar – August 2016), and P96 – 61 citations. Both proposed a classification
approach for source code changes that uses SZZ. Kim et al. (P3), for example, used SZZ
to indicate whether a change is fix-inducing. Then, the authors extracted the features of
source code (both of fix-inducing changes and non-fixing inducing changes) to build a
prediction model. The goal of this model is to classify whether a future change is likely to
be buggy or clean (defect-free) before the act of changing.
Therefore, SZZ has a foundational impact on the efficiency of the proposed pre-
diction model. For this reason, the authors acknowledged some limitations of the SZZ
algorithm as threats to the validity of their study. For instance, the impossibility to
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Figure 17 – The number of papers per sub-category of the bug prediction modelling category
trace fix-inducing changes when bug-fixes have only added code. In addition, they also
acknowledged that their SZZ implementation (P1 version) cannot find fix-inducing changes
when files names are renamed, since the traceability mechanism between files in the SCM
changes.
There is also a sub-category of papers that performed empirical analysis of existing
approaches. 8 papers used the SZZ to evaluate previously proposed approaches to bug
prediction models. Examples of papers in this sub-category are (i) P19, which applied SZZ
to validate two effort-aware bug prediction models; and (ii) P56, which used SZZ algorithm
to compare static bug finders and statistical predictions. In particular, Kamei et al. (P19)
performed an empirical study using three Eclipse projects. Their goal was to revisit an
important finding of the bug prediction literature, which is to check whether the package-
level prediction is still more effective than file-level prediction in effort-aware models.
SZZ was used to extract the number of bugs in source code files in the analyzed projects.
Particularly to this case, their experimental results contradict the prior documented results.
3.3.2 RQ2. What improvements have been proposed to SZZ?
Finding 4—Only 5 direct improvements to the SZZ algorithm is mapped.
Table 6 provides a summary of the studies that propose improvements to the SZZ algorithm.
The seminal papers that propose the SZZ algorithm are in the first two rows of the table,
which also compose the start set (P1 and P2) of our mapping study. P34 is an extension of
P2 that was found during the execution of the snowballing approach. Finally, P55, P130,
and P186 contain recent work that proposes enhancements to SZZ.
Williams and Spacco (P55) proposed several improvements to the SZZ algorithm.
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Table 6 – Selected papers of SZZ improvement
Approacha Year Improvement Implementation
Śliwerski et al. (P1) 2005 original SZZ algorithm annotation function
Kim et al. (P2) 2006
the first and most known
improvement annotation graphs
Zimmermann
et al. (P34)b 2006
extended paper of Kim
et al. (P2) annotation graphs
Williams and Spacco
(P55) 2008
mapping mechanisms and
heuristics to ignore
cosmetic changes
line mapping and
DiffJ tool (PACE,
2007)
Davies et al. (P130) 2014
replace the selection
mechanism
considering only
recent or large
fix-inducing changes.
da Costa et al. (P186) 2016 meta-changes limitation
enhancement of the
annotation-graph to
avoid meta-changes
a P1 and P2 are studies included in “start set”
b Previous version of P2 paper
The authors propose the adoption of the line mapping algorithm, which is an improvement
over the annotation graph (which was proposed by Kim et al. (KIM et al., 2006)). The
annotation graph allows SZZ to trace the lines that moved within a file. For example,
in Figure 18.a, a new line is added after line #1. Thus, line #2 (before the change) is
mapped to line #3 (after the change). However, when several lines are modified in the
same hunk, e.g., lines #3-5 (before the change) and lines #4-6 (after the change), the
annotation graph conservatively maps every line before the change to every line after the
change. According to William and Spacco (P55), this is a disadvantage of the annotation
graph mechanism.
Figure 18 – Annotation graph (a) versus Line Mapping (b) representation (P55)
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On the other hand, line mapping represents the changes in a bipartite graph with
weight edges for connecting the lines between two revisions, so the evolution of that lines
of code can be more precisely tracked. Figure 18 illustrates a comparison between the
annotation graph mechanism (a) and the line mapping mechanism (b). In the line mapping
mechanism, each edge has a weight. A heavier weight indicates that the previous line is
more likely to be the ancestor of the current line.
Moreover, William and Spacco (P55) also proposed several improvements to the
SZZ heuristics (e.g., to discard indentation and comment changes). They also plugged the
DiffJ tool (PACE, 2007), which is a Java syntax-aware diff tool, to be used with SZZ. By
using DiffJ, SZZ can recognize and disregard some changes that do not change the Java
syntax. For example, when a change just performs a re-ordering of a method’s parameters
or removal of import statements. Finally, the authors suggested that the annotation graph
and the line-mapping algorithm could be used together in future work to analyze code
changes in a macro scale (using the annotation graph) and in a micro scale (using the line
mapping algorithm).
Davies et al. (P130) analyzed the original SZZ implementation (P1) and a dependence-
based approach for identifying fix-inducing changes. In order to evaluate the accuracy of
these approaches, the authors manually tagged the origin of 174 bugs in three projects
(Eclipse, Rachota, and jEdit). They suggested several improvements to the original SZZ
implementation (P1). Based on the evaluation that was performed. The authors proposed
the following possible enhancements to SZZ:
• To consider the impact of code additions in a bug-fix change by looking at where
the surrounding block was introduced.
• To consider only the latest potential fix-inducing change as the actual fix-inducing
change.
• Or to consider only the largest potential fix-inducing change (i.e., in terms of modified
lines) as the actual fix-inducing change.
da Costa et al. (P186) evaluated five SZZ implementations. The authors identified
that SZZ implementations might flag meta-changes (i.e., merge, branch, and property
changes) as fix-inducing changes. However, such meta-changes should be disregarded as
fix-inducing changes, since they do not change the software behavior. They also proposed a
conceptual framework to evaluate SZZ implementations. The authors used this framework
to evaluate the SZZ implementations proposed by P1, P2, and P130. One of the analyzed
implementations is an enhancement proposed by the authors themselves, which is the
MA-SZZ (meta-change aware SZZ). This implementation improves the mapping of code
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changes in the annotation graph algorithm to avoid flagging meta-changes as fix-inducing
changes.
Indirect improvements
We also found papers that propose indirect improvements to the SZZ algorithm.
Table 7 summarizes these papers. For each paper, we show the publication year, the
investigated research problem, and the implementation that is proposed to solve the
problem. More details are discussed below.
Wu et al. (P11) proposed an improvement to find bug-fixing changes. This improve-
ment may be useful for SZZ, since SZZ implementations usually rely on simple heuristics
to find bug-fixing changes. For example, such heuristics are based on the searching of
bug-related keywords and IDS (e.g., “fix”, “bugs”, “#”). However, these simple heuristics
cannot identify bug-fix changes for which developers did not provide bug keywords or IDs
in the log. Wu et al. developed the ReLink algorithm to recover links between bug-fix
changes and bug reports automatically. The algorithm combines the simple heuristics with
a machine learning algorithm. The simple heuristics are still used to identify explicit links,
Table 7 – Indirect improvements
Proposed Tool Year Studied Problem Proposedimplementation
ReLink (P11) 2011 biased data with many falsenegatives, i.e., missing links
search heuristics with a
decision tree based on
textual features
MLink (P44) 2012 biased data with many falsenegatives, i.e., missing links source code features
Linkester
(P14,P54) 2010
bug-feature and
commit-feature bias manual inspection
BugTrace (P57) 2011
bug IDs are recorded within
patches and not within
change logs
to analyze patches that
are submitted to issue
tracking systems
Tian et al. (P29) 2012
hard access to bug-fixes,
e.g., fixes that are
performed on mailing lists
only
leveraging both textual
and change logs
Sureka et al. (P64) 2011
automatically linking
bug-fix changes with
corresponding bug reports
application of a formal
mathematical model to
record linkages
Bachmann and
Bernstien (P61) 2009
inexact heuristic for bug
validation
adaptation of the search
algorithm proposed by
Fischer et al. (FISCHER;
PINZGER; GALL,
2003b) to validate bug
IDs
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but they also analyze different factors to identify missing links between bug-fix changes
and bug reports. Those factors are time interval, bug assignee and commit author, and
text similarity.
Nguyen et al. (P44) improves the ReLink approach by adding source code factors,
in a multi-layered recovery approach, which is called MLink. Figure 19 shows an overview
of the Mlink approach. We explain each link detection layer below.
1. Patch Layer : compares the code patches that are provided by reporters with the
code changes;
2. Name Layer : detects when entity and code component names (e.g., packages, methods
etc.) are mentioned in both change logs, or bug description, summaries, or comments
of bug reports.
3. Text Layer : detects similar text in factors that are extracted from bug descriptions
and changes logs;
4. Association Layer : identifies relationships among terms in entity names and bug
reports to infer links.
Figure 19 – Overview of the MLink approach (P44)
Bachmann et al. (P14) study two types of bias that are related to the recovering
link problem. The first one is the bug-feature bias, where only certain types of bugs are
linked (e.g., a bug existing in the systems that is not reported and therefore not linked).
The second one is the commit-feature bias, where only certain types of fixes are linked
(e.g., changes that fix a bug without explicitly reporting the bug ID in its log change). To
improve the existing tools with respect to the existing biases, the authors proposed the
Linkster tool. Indeed, such a tool was developed in their prior work (P54), i.e., P14 is a
research extension of P54. The main goal of the tool is to ease the use of manual analyses
to overcome the studied biases. Linkster integrates bug reports, source code repositories
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and mailing lists, which reduces the effort of exploring the data to identify bug-feature
and commit-feature biases. The tool presents an integrated view of (i) changes, (ii) bugs
and (iii) blame & diff information.
Other studies also investigated the recovering link problem. Corley et al. (P57)
proposed the BugTrace approach to investigate code patches that are proposed and
submitted to bug reports to identify their bug-fixing changes. Bachmann and Bernstein
(P61) adapted the search algorithm proposed by Fischer et al. (FISCHER; PINZGER;
GALL, 2003b) to (i) exclude false-positive links from change logs (e.g., year dates), (ii)
check whether a bug-ID within a change log exists in the ITS, and (iii) check whether the
linked bug report has a time period that is valid for bug report links (i.e., 7 days before
or 7 days after the change log date). Tian et al. (P29) use machine learning algorithms to
identify whether a change is a bug fixing change. They use source code elements and text
which refer to system features to train their models. Finally, Sureka et al. (P64) defined a
framework based on the Fellegi-Sunter model to study the existing links between change
logs and issues. Considering the change-logs that mention issue ID as their initial set, their
approach studies several types of other links between issues and change logs. For example,
their approach matches the title of an issue with a change log message or the assignee of
an issue with the author of a change. Finally, the authors built a model based on these
learned links to identify whether they can find more links between issues and change-logs
that are not explicit.
3.3.3 RQ3. What are the alternatives to the SZZ algorithm?
Finding 5—We identify 6 papers that propose alternative approaches
to SZZ. In our study, we consider as an alternative approach to SZZ, any approach whose
goal is to find fix-inducing changes in a different way than SZZ. Table 8 shows a summary
of these mapped approaches.
Sinha et al. (P77) proposed the BUGINNINGS, which is a dependence-based
approach to detect the origin of the bug. The authors discuss existing limitations of
textual-based approaches, such as the impossibility to trace the fix-inducing changes of
bug-fixes that only add code (e.g., the addition of a conditional statement). Figure 20 shows
Figure 20 – Illustrative Example 2
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Table 8 – Papers mapped as alternative approaches of the SZZ algorithm
Proposed tool SZZrelationshipa
Associated
problem
Proposed
implementation
BUGINNINGS
(P77) strong
low accuracy
text-approach
analysis of source code
dependencies
Wen et al.’s
approach (P160) strong
low efficiency of
other approaches
Information-retrieval
(IR) based techniques
VCC approach
(P100) strong
low efficiency of git
blame (or equivalent)
feature
The git bisect feature is
possible the last know
no-bug version of system
Team Insight
(P127) indirect
identify violations
across source code
revisions
Strategies for matching
violations
Murgia et al.’s
approach (P67) indirect
identifying fix
changes
Machine learning
approach based on text
categorization of
reported issues
Bettenburg et
al.’s approach
(P85)
indirect
traceability links
between bug reports
and changes
fuzzy code search
a We classify that an approach has a “strong” relationship with SZZ when it proposes a direct solution
for identifying fix-inducing changes, which is the main problem addressed by SZZ. Otherwise, we
classify the approach as an “indirect” approach.
an illustrative example of this limitation. Version 2 (V2) replaces the product operation by
a division operation (V2: line 3). V2 introduces a bug, since the division does not check
whether the divisor is equal to zero. This bug is fixed in version 3 (V3) with the addition
of a conditional statement (V3: line 3). The conditional statement checks whether the
variable b (divisor) is different from 0. Thus, the fix-inducing change in this example is V2,
while V3 is the bug-fixing change. Nevertheless, since the bug-fix consists of only adding
code, the textual-based approach cannot trace back the code history, and it cannot identify
the fix-inducing change.
Given this problem, Sinha et al. (P77) proposed an approach to identify fix-inducing
changes based on code dependencies. The authors motivate their approach by discussing
cases similar to the one shown in Figure 20. BUGINNINGS builds a bug region that is
based on data and control dependencies. These data and control dependencies are found
in code statements and function calling relationships. By building this code region, the
approach allows the identification of fix-inducing changes.
To evaluate the BUGINNINGS approach, the authors performed an empirical
analysis using four systems (Ant, Jaba, JEdit, and Lucene). The analysis compares the
accuracy and performance (i.e., execution time) of both dependence and textual-based
approaches. The authors observed that the dependence-based approach has a 19% better
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precision and 15% better recall when compared to SZZ. However, regarding efficiency, the
authors observed that BUGINNINGS required significantly more time to complete its
execution (on average 7.2 times longer than the textual-based approach). Thus, although
their approach can provide higher accuracy, the use of BUGINNINGS in a large-scale
project is expensive, which requires a more robust infrastructure.
Wen et al. (P160) proposed Locus, which is an approach that uses Information-
Retrieval (IR) techniques. The motivation for this work is that SZZ and BUGINNINGS
allow the search for fix-inducing changes only after a fix has been performed. On the other
hand, IR techniques allow extracting relevant information from files and bug reports by
searching their textual content. The assumption of their research is that there exists a
match between the textual information of reported issues and buggy code in SCMs. The
Locus approach allows the investigation of fix-inducing changes even when bug-fix changes
are not available. The Locus approach is applied to six open source systems for evaluation
purposes. The results showed that Locus was able to find the fix-inducing changes for
41.0% of the studied bugs.
Meneely et al. (P100) studied vulnerability-contributing commits (VCCs), which are
a subset of the fix-inducing changes that are identified by SZZ. VCCs stand for changes
that may contribute to a vulnerability in the system (i.e., they may lead to security
bugs). The authors performed an empirical study to identify VCCs using a semi-automatic
methodology. Their process uses the git bisect feature rather than the git blame that is
used in SZZ. According to the authors, git bisect is more efficient than git blame, since it
uses a binary search algorithm to find the changes that introduced a bug in the source
history. Git bisect allows the identification of good and bad changes before the introduction
of a bug, which reduces the search space of the algorithm. The authors conducted a
case study to identify VCCs in the Apache HTTP Web Server System (HTTPD). They
analysed 25,847 change-files of the HTTPD system. Out of the investigated change-files,
124 were identified as VCCs. Finally, the authors conducted an exploratory analysis upon
the identified VCCs.
Augustinov et al. (P127) proposed the Team Insight tool to identify violations
across source code revisions – static analysis violations are often indicative of bugs –
combining three strategies:
• location-based strategy: This is the first step of this approach. It uses a diff-based
location matching to map corresponding defect statements to different versions in the
source code repository. The diff-based matching strategy is similar to the annotation
graph provided by the SZZ implementation in P2;
• snippet-based strategy: In case the location-based strategy fails, this second strategy
is performed. This strategy uses the source code that is causing violations and tries
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to match such a source code with the violated code in an SCM.
• hash-based strategy: Finally, if all previous strategies fail, this strategy relies on the
similarity of the surrounding code and tries to match violations.
Murgia et al. (P67) proposed a machine learning approach for identifying bug-fix
changes based on text categorization of reported issues. Then, Bettenburg et al. (P85)
investigated traceability links between issue reports and bug-fix changes using a fuzzy
code search algorithm.
3.3.4 RQ4. How much research has been invested to evaluate SZZ?
Finding 6—We identified only 4 papers reporting an actual evaluation
of the SZZ algorithm (i.e., not evaluations regarding bug-fix and bug report
links). For each study, Table 9 shows the type of the study (e.g., a case study or an
empirical study), the size of the analyzed dataset, and how the SZZ implementations have
been evaluated.
Despite the reduced number of SZZ evaluation studies, they help us help us to
identify the limitations of the SZZ implementations. For example, Prechelt and Pepper
(P113) use software developers to evaluate SZZ. The authors investigated 5,005 bug fix
changes from an industrial SCM data containing 11 years of source history. As a result,
the authors list several SZZ limitations, such as interleaved refactorings within bug-fixing
changes. Refactorings should not be traced by SZZ, since they do not change the system
behavior (Section 3.4).
Table 9 – Studies that evaluated SZZ
Paper Study Type Analyzed dataset Evaluation methodology
(P077) Empirical Study 70 bug-fix changesextracted from 4 systems
Compares the results of SZZ
against the results of
BUGINNINGS
(P113) Case Study
5,005 bug-fix changes
that are extracted from
11 years of repository
data by 4-person-month
Analyzes the SZZ results from
a practical perspective in an
industrial setting.
(P186) Empirical Study
32,033 bug-fix changes
that are extracted from
10 systems
Compares five SZZ
implementations using an
evalution framework
(P140) Empirical Study 301 bug-fix changes thatare randomly selected
Compares the results of SZZ
against the results of
BUGINNINGS (P77), i.e., text
versus dependency approach
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da Costa et al. (P186) also proposed an improvement to SZZ (called MA-SZZ,
see Section 3.3.1 for details). The study presents an evaluation framework for the SZZ
algorithm based on three metrics: (i) earliest bug appearance – that measures how much
the results of SZZ contradicts the estimates given by the development team regarding
when a bug was introduced; (ii) future impact of changes – that measures the number
of future bugs that are introduced by a given fix-inducing change; and (iii) realism of
bug introduction – measures whether the fix-inducing changes identified by SZZ are likely
to be noisy (i.e., the first and the last fix-inducing change are several years apart). The
framework was used to compare the results of five SZZ implementations including the ones
proposed in P1, P2, P130. P186 also produced valuable insights that we discuss in our
study. The authors also analyzed the largest dataset so far of bug-fixes, i.e., 32,033 bug-fix
changes from 10 projects. The results suggest that state-of-the-art SZZ implementations
still have limitations, such as directory/file renaming changes, equivalent changes, and
initial code importing changes. Those limitations are discussed in next section (Section 3.4).
Davies et al. (P140) compared the results of SZZ with the results of BUGINNINGS
(see Section 3.3.3). Although the results of this study indicate that a significant percentage
of the SZZ results were false positives, the authors observed that both approaches may be
used together to achieve better accuracy. Moreover, they also recognized a set of challenges
to improve both approaches in possible future implementations.
Finally, although we mention Sinha et al. (P077) in the alternative approaches
section, we also include their study in this category, since they also evaluate the SZZ
algorithm to compare with the BUGINNINGS tool (see Section 3.3.3).
3.4 Open Challenges and Discussions
Based on the studies that we discuss in our work, we discuss the outlined limitations
that are related to SZZ:
• Recognize changes that are equivalent changes: Cosmetic changes, such as indentation,
whitespaces, blank lines, and comments, do not introduce bugs during software
evolution. Most SZZ implementations are aware of cosmetic changes. Nevertheless,
SZZ still should disregard the equivalent changes that do not change the behavior
of software. Jung et al. (P107) performed a manual inspection in 2146 hunks and
identified 7 types of equivalent change-patterns, none of them are disregarded by
current SZZ implementations. In addition, da Costa et al. (P186) identified types of
equivalent changes, of which SZZ should also be aware;
• Local refactoring and cleanups that are performed while fixing bugs: Renaming
variables or method names while performing a bug-fix is common for many developers.
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Such practice results in more false positives within SZZ-generated data, since it
blurs the identification of the modifications that are truly responsible for the bug-fix
(P113). If SZZ could recognize which modifications are actually refactorings, it could
improve its tracing back mechanism (P113);
• Refactoring and cleanups that are done independently of bug-fixes (P113): Addition-
ally, there exist refactorings that are performed independently from bug-fix changes.
Such refactorings may be identified as fix-inducing changes by SZZ, which may
generate more false positives within a SZZ-generated data;
• Successive fix changes for the same bug ID: Some bugs are fixed in partial fixes
(in multiple changes), which consequently produce several bug-fix change links for
the same bug-report. Prechelt and Pepper (P113) found that SZZ, in this case,
will incorrectly label the code changed in an earlier fix as the cause of the next
fix change. This behavior generates a succession of false positives. To address this
issue, we suggest investigating the concept of sibling bugs (LIANG et al., 2013) and
incorporating such a concept into SZZ;
• Impossibility to find bug origin when fix changes only add code: Such a limitation
of the SZZ algorithm was reported as a threat to validity by Kim et al. (P3) and
Shivaji et al. (P35) These authors used SZZ in empirical studies to evaluate a
prediction. A possible fix for this problem was proposed by Sinha et al. (P77), which
presents the BUGINNINGS approach. Existing SZZ implementations do not allow
the identification of fix-inducing changes for bug-fixes that only add code;
• Losing traceability of renamed files/directory: This is another limitation of SZZ that
was reported as a threat to validity by Shivaji et al. (P35) and Kim et al. (P3).
In this case, SZZ cannot identify fix-inducing changes, because the renaming of
files/directories cannot be properly traced by the SCMs. To overcome this problem,
da Costa et al. (P186) suggest applying clone heuristics-based approaches, such
as the one proposed by Steidl et al. (STEIDL; HUMMEL; JUERGENS, 2014) to
recover the missing historical links due to file/directories renaming;
• Practical use of SZZ : The practical use of SZZ occurs when the algorithm is used by
developers in a real industrial setting. However, this use of SZZ by practitioners is
an open challenge for the software engineering community. We identified only one
study that reports the usage of SZZ in an industrial setting by developers (P113).
However, there is a lack of studies and experience reports from practitioners that use
SZZ in industrial projects. The existing SZZ limitations directly impair the adoption
and usage of this algorithm in existing software projects.
• Recognize the repository migration: Considering that a project can migrate from one
source code management system to another (e.g., from a SVN to a GIT repository),
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SZZ should also trace back further until the oldest repository data. The current
studies that use SZZ did not consider this scenario as identified by da Costa et al.
(P186);
• Backout changes: A backout change is a change that reverts another change (SOUZA;
CHAVEZ; BITTENCOURT, 2015). These changes may cause SZZ to produce false
positives, since backout changes also report bug IDs but do not fix bugs. Current
SZZ implementations may erroneously identify a backout change as a bug-fixing
change, which would produce misleading fix-inducing changes. da Costa et al. (P186)
suggest to include the techniques proposed by Souza et al. (SOUZA; CHAVEZ;
BITTENCOURT, 2015) in SZZ to skip backout changes.
3.5 Threats to Validity
3.5.1 Internal Validity Threats
A sound “start set” is crucial for producing promising results using a snowballing
approach. Therefore, the selected papers for the “start set” must be the most relevant in
the literature. Nevertheless, search engines might not retrieve all the relevant papers to
produce a sound “start set”. We use the Google Scholar search engine to avoid favoring
any publisher (e.g., IEEE Xplore, ACM Digital Library etc.) in our searches. Indeed, this
practice is recommended by Wohlin (WOHLIN, 2014). Another internal threat of our
study is that we did not perform the full recursive iterations in our snowballing approach
– when investigating the citations and references of the papers that are included in our
“start set.” The snowballing technique proposes that the iterations should be repeated until
there is no new paper to be included. Nonetheless, since our analyses are focused only
on the SZZ algorithm, the most relevant papers that are related to SZZ should cite P1
and/or P2. Therefore, our research is unlikely to be compromised due to the fact that we
did not perform a full-recursive snowballing to find relevant studies.
3.5.2 External Validity Threats
Regarding the possibility to generalize our results, we analyzed 113 papers from
589 citations and references that were extracted from our “start set.” We recognize that
our conclusions are restricted to this set of analyzed papers. However, our work is the first
to extensively and systematically map the existing research that uses, improves, and/or
evaluates the SZZ algorithm.
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3.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, we investigate the state-of-the-art of the SZZ algorithm by perform-
ing a systematic mapping, which is based on the snowballing approach. We employ the
Google Scholar engine to search for SZZ relevant papers. We use keywords that we extract
from our research questions as suggested by Wohlin et al. (WOHLIN, 2014). We select
two papers as our “start set” and we read all of their citations and references (totalling
589 papers). After following our research protocol, we analyze 103 selected papers for
our mapping study. Next, we classify these papers into four groups: (i) usage of SZZ; (ii)
enhancements to SZZ; (iii) alternative approaches to SZZ; and (iv) evaluations of SZZ.
We draw the following conclusions:
• We observed that research related to SZZ is still in evidence in the community
(Section 3.3.1.1). In particular, several studies use SZZ to perform source code
analyses (Section 3.3.1.3).
• Although the SZZ algorithm is used by a significant and growing research community,
there are only four papers that evaluate SZZ (Section 3.3.4). Also, only six papers
have effectively proposed SZZ implementations (Section 3.3.2).
• We mapped five direct improvements to the SZZ algorithm (Section 3.3.2) and 8 in-
direct improvements. However, there are several challenges that are still unaddressed.
For example, the impossibility to find fix-inducing changes when a bug-fix change
only add code (Section 3.4).
• Regarding SZZ evaluation, only one study reported the use of SZZ in an industrial
setting (Section 3.3.4). We also observe the lack of a ground truth data to evaluate
the SZZ algorithm—a dataset that contains information about the real cause of the
bugs as indicated by domain experts.
• Finally, we discuss important challenges that are still open. These challenges are
outlined by empirical studies that used SZZ as well as studies that evaluated the
SZZ implementations (Section 3.4).
3.7 Chapter Summary
This chapter discussed the protocol and results of the systematic mapping study
conducted to identify research work that has used SZZ or has proposed improvements,
evaluation or alternative solution for this algorithm. First, we presented the protocol
adopted in this systematic literature study, that is based on the snowballing searching
technique. Then, we presented the results obtained for each investigated research question.
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Next, we summarized all gaps reported in the literature and mapped in this study related
to SZZ. Finally, we discussed the threats to our study, and we presented our conclusions.
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4 How much bias does SZZ have due to refac-
toring changes? (Study 2)
An earlier version of Study 2 appears in the proceeding of the IEEE Inter-
national Conference on Software Analysis, Evolution and Reengineering
(SANER’18) (CAMPOS NETO; DA COSTA; KULESZA, 2018).
In our prior study (Chapter 3), we mapped the current state-of-the-art of the
SZZ algorithm and we identified many documented limitations (PRECHELT; PEPPER,
2014; DA COSTA et al., 2017; DAVIES; ROPER; WOOD, 2011), such as the recognition
of refactoring changes (KIM; ZIMMERMANN; NAGAPPAN, 2012; MURPHY-HILL;
PARNIN; BLACK, 2012; TSANTALIS et al., 2013) — since code refactoring does not
directly fix or introduce a bug (FOWLER; BECK, 1999). Despite known this limitation,
little is known about the impact of refactoring changes on the results of the SZZ algorithm.
Thus, we chose to investigate this gap for two reasons. First, no prior work has
quantified how much SZZ is mistakenly analyzing refactoring as bug-fix changes and
flagging refactoring changes as fix-inducing changes. In addition, among the documented
SZZ limitations (e.g., the identification of renames in directories and files (DA COSTA
et al., 2017)), such changes may impact the SZZ algorithm regardless the source code
management (SCM) that is used to implement SZZ, but they are intrinsically present in
the software code evolution.
4.1 Research Questions
In particular, our work addresses the following research questions (RQs) to study
the impact of refactoring changes on the SZZ algorithm:
RQ1. What is the impact of refactoring changes upon existing SZZ implementations?
Motivation: Since refactoring changes (see Definition 3) rarely are the cause of
bugs (see Section 4.5.2), SZZ must be aware of these changes not to flag them as fix-
inducing. Instead, SZZ should ignore refactoring changes when they occur in a bug-
fix change, or trace back further in history if SZZ finds a fix-inducing change that is a
refactoring change. This investigation is important because SZZ plays a foundational
role in many software engineering (SE) studies (ŚLIWERSKI; ZIMMERMANN;
ZELLER, 2005c; EYOLFSON; TAN; LAM, 2011; RAHMAN; BIRD; DEVANBU,
2012; RAHMAN; DEVANBU, 2011; YANG et al., 2014; ASADUZZAMAN et
al., 2012b; PAN; KIM; JR, 2009; KIM; WHITEHEAD JR., 2006; BERNARDI
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et al., 2012; CANFORA et al., 2011; ELL, 2013; KIM et al., 2007; ŚLIWERSKI;
ZIMMERMANN; ZELLER, 2005a; DA COSTA et al., 2014; KIM; WHITEHEAD;
ZHANG, 2008; KAMEI et al., 2010; KAMEI et al., 2013; FUKUSHIMA et al., 2014;
MIZUNO; HATA, 2010; SHIVAJI et al., 2013). In case the impact of refactoring
changes on SZZ is considerable, the SE community may consider to rethink or
revisit the use of the SZZ algorithm in existing research.
RQ2. How many false fix-inducing changes can be removed from the SZZ-generated data?
Motivation: It is important to enhance the SZZ algorithm to prevent it from
flagging refactoring changes as fix-inducing changes. If SZZ can properly handle
refactoring changes, the results will become more credible.
RQ3. Can we find other change patterns that are not supported by RefDiff? Motivation:
Since the RefDiff tool can only identify 13 types of refactoring changes, which does
not include equivalent changes (see Definition 5), we also investigate whether SZZ
is producing a considerable number of false positives due to equivalent changes.
RQ4. Does a refactoring aware SZZ implementation achieve results better than previous
ones through the use of an evaluation framework? Motivation: da Costa et al. (DA
COSTA et al., 2017) proposed a robust framework for evaluating SZZ-generated
results. They also evaluated five SZZ implementations using the proposed frame-
work. Their results indicate that current SZZ implementations must improve their
accuracy to identify fix-inducing changes. Thus, we leverage this evaluation frame-
work to investigate whether RA-SZZ achieves better results than previous SZZ
implementations.
Chapter Organization. The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows.
Section 4.2 describes our methodology, while Section 4.3 describes the evaluation framework
proposed by da Costa et al. (DA COSTA et al., 2017). Section 4.4 describes the results of
this study. Section 4.5 elaborates on the threats to validity and Section 4.6 presents our
conclusions and discussions. Finally, Section 4.7 summarizes this chapter.
4.2 Study Design
This section presents details about the studied systems (Section 4.2.1), the studied
SZZ implementation (Section 4.2.2), and the methodology (Section 4.2.3) that we adopt
in this study.
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4.2.1 Studied Systems
In this study, we leverage the dataset that was used by da Costa et al. (DA COSTA
et al., 2017) and study ten software systems provided by Apache Software Foundation.1 The
re-use of this dataset is aligned with our research goals, since it allows us to contrast our
obtained results with the ones that are already published in the literature (see Chapter 3).
Table 10 shows our studied systems, their bug reports (issue), and bug-fix changes. All
of our studied systems use the JIRA ITS2 to manage their bug reports. Also, the source
code changes of our studied systems are hosted in a Subversion SCM repository.
Table 10 – Subject Systems Overview
System System Domain Bug issues Bug-Fix
ActiveMQ an open source messaging broker 2,180 3,581
Camel an open source integration framework 4,747 10,568
Derby an open source relational database management
system (DBMS)
3,925 9,556
Geronimo an open source application server for Java
Enterprise Edition (J2EE)
3,561 7,702
Hadoop a software library (framework) for distributed
processing
4,824 8,595
HBase a non-relational database for large data 5,779 11,329
Mahout a framework for scalable performant machine
learning applications
864 1,414
OpenJPA an object-relational mapping (ORM) solution
for Java Persistence API
1,486 4,516
Pig a high-level platform for creating programs that
run on Apache Hadoop
1,904 3,164
Tuscany an implementation for service-oriented
architecture (SOA)
2,248 4,430
31,518 64,855
In total, this dataset contains 31,518 bug reports and 64,855 bug-fix changes. These
64,855 changes were labeled as bug-fix changes based on a heuristic proposed by Śliwerski
et al. (ŚLIWERSKI; ZIMMERMANN; ZELLER, 2005b) and Eyolfson et al. (EYOLFSON;
TAN; LAM, 2011), which consists on searching the IDs of the issue reports in change-logs
that are recorded in an SCM. For example, in the JIRA ITS, an issue has an ID in the
format of <project>-<number>, e.g., AMQ-1027. Hence, regular expressions were used to
find such IDs in change-log messages. This raw data is the start point for the SZZ execution
to find fix-inducing changes for each reported issue. The full details of our refactoring
dataset are available online to the interested reader.3
1 <https://svn.apache.org/viewvc> (June 2018)
2 <https://www.atlassian.com/software/jira> (June 2018)
3 <https://sites.google.com/view/refactoringszz/> (June 2018)
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4.2.2 Studied SZZ implementation
Since we leverage the dataset that was used by da Costa et al.(DA COSTA et
al., 2017), our SZZ-generated data (i.e., the fix-inducing changes) was produced by the
MA-SZZ algorithm (Section 2.2.1), which is an SZZ implementation that was proposed
and evaluated by da Costa et al. (DA COSTA et al., 2017). In addition, we also enhance
MA-SZZ to identify refactoring changes and propose the refactoring aware SZZ (RA-SZZ).
We provide further details in Section 4.1.
4.2.3 Study Methodology
Figure 21 shows the methodology that we adopt to analyze the refactorings that
occur in the MA-SZZ-generated data. Our methodology consists of five steps (ordered
squares). We also show the inputs, outputs, and supporting tools in the figure. We explain
each step below.
Figure 21 – Overview of the study steps
Step 1: Run RefDiff
We use RefDiff4 to automatically identify refactoring changes in both bug-fix
changes and fix-inducing changes of our dataset. RefDiff is our tool of choice because—
when this study 2 was performed — it outperformed existing tools that automatically
detect refactoring in the source code (see Section 2.3.2). Silva et al. (SILVA; VALENTE,
2017) evaluated RefDiff and reported that it obtained the highest precision and recall
compared to other existing tools. After applying RefDiff to the bug-fix and fix-inducing
changes, we obtain the refactoring lines (see Definition 4) for each change (i.e., either
bug-fix or fix-inducing changes).
Step 2: Implement and Run RA-SZZ
We incorporate the RefDiff tool on top of MA-SZZ to identify refactoring changes
during the analyses of both bug-fixing changes and fix-inducing changes (i.e., RA-SZZ).
In case refactoring changes are found in bug-fixes, RA-SZZ does not trace them back in
4 <https://github.com/aserg-ufmg/RefDiff> (June 2018)
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history. As for fix-inducing changes, RA-SZZ does not stop at refactoring changes. Instead,
RA-SZZ traces back further in history to find the most likely fix-inducing change.
Step 3: Perform comparisons
To answer RQ1 and RQ2, we obtain the sum of refactoring lines per system (see
Definition 4). In addition, we analyze the distributions of refactoring occurrences in fix-
inducing changes. To do so, we use the well-known box-plots (CHAMBERS et al., 1983).
For this, we compute the sum of fix-inducing lines that are flagged both MA-SZZ and
RA-SZZ as fix-inducing for each bug (b). This computation is described by equations:∑n
b=1 Fix-Inducing Lines MA-SZZb and
∑n
b=1 Fix-Inducing Lines RA-SZZb.
The result of this computations is a distribution of the number of fix-inducing lines
for each bug (b). Figure 42 shows an excerpt of this collected data.
Figure 22 – Excerpt of the collected data for fix-inducing lines
Next, we used the metrics computed to compare the distributions. With these com-
parisons, we intend to gain insights on how much bias SZZ may suffer due to refactorings.
Step 4: Perform manual analysis
To answer RQ3, we perform a manual analysis to check whether there exist
additional equivalently changes (see Definition 5) that RA-SZZ is erroneously flagging as
fix-inducing. The approach of this analysis is described in Section 4.4.3.
Step 5: Replicate Framework Evaluation
Additionally, we use the evaluation framework proposed by da Costa et al. (DA
COSTA et al., 2017) to analyze the impact that refactoring changes may have on the
results of previous research (see Section 4.3), to answer RQ4.
4.3 Evaluation Framework
To compare the RA-SZZ results with those of previous implementations, we use an
evaluation framework, proposed by da Costa et al. (DA COSTA et al., 2017), comprising
three evaluation criteria: (i) earliest bug appearance, (ii) future impact of changes, and
(iii) realism of fix-inducing. We describe each criterion below.
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(i) Earliest Bug Appearance
This criterion measures the SZZ disagreement between the SZZ-generated data and
the estimates provided by the development team about when a bug was introduced.
The metric proposed in the framework to perform such an analysis is the disagreement
ratio. ITSs such as JIRA allow developers to store specific versions of the system
that are affected by a reported issue, i.e., the affected version. An issue can have
more than one affected version, e.g., in Figure 23, issue #57 impacts versions 1.2
and 1.3 according to the information provided by developers.
Figure 23 – The affected version illustration
In case of multiple affected versions, the earliest version to be affected is called the
earliest affected version. The earliest-bug-appearance criterion uses this information
to compute the number of disagreements (D). It classifies a fix-inducing change as
incorrect if the change was recorded after the release date of the earliest affected
version. Thus, in Figure 23, version 1.2 is the earliest affected version of issue #57;
consequently, if SZZ flags change #2 — which was reported after version 1.2 — as
fix-inducing for issue #57, this fix-inducing change is considered as incorrect. However,
the changes flagged as fix-inducing that were reported before the earliest affected
version may or may not be correct. Therefore, the framework classifies such changes
as unknown. A bug is considered to be in disagreement if all of the changes flagged
by SZZ for that bug are classified as incorrect.
To compute the disagreement ratio (R) for a system (S), the framework uses the
following equation: R(S) = D(S)B(S) , where D(S) is the number of bugs in disagreement
per S, and B(S) is the total of bugs per S. R ranges 0–1, where 1 represents the
highest disagreement ratio and 0 represents the lowest.
(ii) Future Impact of Changes
This criterion measures the impact of a fix-inducing change upon the creation of
future bugs. Two metrics are associated with it: the count of future bugs and the
time-span of future bugs.
The count of future bugs is the number of bugs resulting from the fix-inducing change
flagged by SZZ. For example, change #1 in Figure 24 is flagged as fix-inducing by SZZ
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for three issues (e.g., #55, #56, and #57); therefore, this change has three associated
future bugs. The time-span of future bugs refers to the number of days between
the first and last future bugs of a fix-inducing change, i.e., the difference in dates
between issues #55 and #57 for change #1 in our example.
Figure 24 – The time-span of future bugs and time-span of fix-inducing changes measures.
da Costa et al. (DA COSTA et al., 2017) suspect that if the count of future bugs is
very high (e.g., in the order of hundreds), it is likely that either (a) the change is
very problematic or (b) it is an incorrect fix-inducing change. Similarly, when the
time-span of future bugs is several years, it is likely that either (a) the change is
very problematic or (b) the SZZ-generated data is incorrect.
To identify a suspicious time-span of future bugs, da Costa et al. (DA COSTA et al.,
2017) use the median absolute deviation (MAD) (HOWELL, 2005). They consider
fix-inducing changes with a time-span of future bugs above the upper MAD to be
suspicious. The upper MAD is the sum of the median and MAD values.
(iii) Realism of Fix-Inducing
This last criterion aims to evaluate whether all fix-inducing changes flagged by SZZ
indeed induce a bug-fix. The associated metric of this criterion is the time-span of
fix-inducing changes. This metric counts the number of days between the first and
last fix-inducing changes flagged by SZZ for the same bug. For example, in Figure 24,
SZZ flagged changes #1, #2, and #3 as fix-inducing for issue #57, the time-span is
computed between changes #1 and #3. da Costa et al. (DA COSTA et al., 2017)
suspect that the time-span between fix-inducing changes should be short. Therefore,
when SZZ flags fix-inducing changes with a very large time-span (e.g., several years)
for a particular bug, it is unlikely that such changes represent a valid sequence of
fix-inducing changes.
4.4 Study Results
In this section, we present our obtained results for each RQ, with its respective
approach.
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4.4.1 RQ1. What is the impact of refactoring changes upon existing SZZ
implementations?
Approach
We use RefDiff to automatically identify refactoring changes in both bug-fix
changes and fix-inducing changes of our dataset. Silva et al.(SILVA; VALENTE, 2017)
evaluated RefDiff and reported that it obtained the highest precision and recall compared
to other previous tools (see Section 2.3.2). After applying RefDiff to the bug-fix and
fix-inducing changes, we obtain the refactoring lines (see Section 4.2.3, step 3) for each
change (i.e., either bug-fix or fix-inducing changes).
Results
Finding 7—RefDiff indicates that 6.5% (30,562 lines) of the fix-inducing
lines that are flagged by MA-SZZ are, in fact, refactoring changes. Table 11
shows how many refactoring lines (refac-lines) are found within the fix-inducing lines of
each of our studied systems. The Camel system has the highest ratio of refactoring to
lines (11.2%). Additionally, the OpenJPA, Hadoop Common, and Geronimo systems have
similar ratios (10.9%, 10.3% and 9.9%, respectively). Nonetheless, we observe that the
overall mean of refac-lines is 6.5%. Although the small overall mean, our result should
be interpreted as a lower bound observation, since RefDiff can only identify 13 types of
refactoring changes. Moreover, we also investigate the number of refactoring changes that
are performed during bug-fixes.
Table 11 – Refactoring changes in fix-inducing lines. The number of fix-inducing changes of this
table was produced by the MA-SZZ algorithm.
System #linesa #refac-linesb refac-proportionc
ActiveMQ 19,193 1,322 6.9%
Camel 20,366 2,284 11.2%
Derby 35,038 1,166 3.3%
Geronimo 45,744 4,551 9.9%
Hadoop Common 39,887 4,091 10.3%
HBase 236,761 12,101 5.1%
Mahout 14,858 369 2.5%
OpenJPA 7,866 854 10.9%
Pig 18,807 1,474 7.8%
Tuscany 30,320 2,350 7.8%
Total 468,840 30,562 6.5%
a #lines: number of fix-inducing lines flagged by MA-SZZ
b #refac-lines: Number of refactoring lines flagged as fix-inducing by MA-SZZ
c refac-proportion: Proportion of refactorings in fix-inducing lines
Finding 8—We identified that 19.9% (110,928) of the modified lines
within bug-fixes should not be traced by SZZ, since such lines are deemed as
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refactoring changes by RefDiff. Table 12 shows the proportion of refactoring changes
that are found in bug-fixes (refac-proportion) for each studied system (i.e., refactoring linesbug introducing lines).
We observe that Hadoop Common contains the highest refac-proportion among our studied
systems (28.1%), followed by HBase (21.9%), and Geronimo (19.4%). Derby has the lowest
proportion (12%). On the overall mean, the observed refac-proportion is of 19.9%.
Table 12 – Refactoring changes during bug-fixes. The number of lines presented in this table
consists of modified and removed lines within bug-fixes.
System #lines #refac-lines refac-proportion
ActiveMQ 19,348 3,065 16%
Camel 20,669 3,793 18.4%
Derby 52,729 6,323 12%
Geronimo 49,763 9,650 19.4%
Hadoop 49,191 13,803 28.1%
HBase 283,124 62,004 21.9%
Mahout 9,185 1,411 15.4%
OpenJPA 19,801 3,166 16%
Pig 20,806 3,611 17.4%
Tuscany 32,602 4,072 12.5%
Total 557,218 110,928 19.9%
Our results suggest that existing SZZ implementations might be generating several
false positives by not considering refactoring changes during bug-fixes.



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We observe that 6.5% of the fix-inducing lines produced by MA-SZZ are deemed as
refactoring changes by RefDiff. Additionally, 19.9% of the lines that were modified
during bug-fix changes should not be traced by SZZ, since they are also identified
as refactoring. Our observations suggest SZZ may be considerably improved by
handling refactoring changes.
4.4.2 RQ2. How many false fix-inducing changes can be removed from the
SZZ-generated data?
Approach
To answer this RQ, we incorporate the RefDiff tool on top of MA-SZZ to identify
refactorings. The following are the modifications that have been made and our novel SZZ
implementation, comparing it with MA-SZZ.
Modified RefDiff. Figure 25 shows how we adapt RefDiff to work in tandem
with our RA-SZZ algorithm. The first step is to gather the refactoring information for each
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change in our entire dataset. For each file in each change, RefDiff receives the previous
version of the file (i.e., before the change) and the current version of the file (i.e., the
state of the file after the change). For each file, RefDiff builds an AST and performs a
match of the parts that were modified between these files. Next, RefDiff uses heuristics to
identify refactoring changes that were performed during these modifications. Then, we
add functionality to RefDiff to capture specific information that will be necessary for SZZ.
In particular, we capture the project, change revision (i.e., the commit ID), refactoring
type, path of the files, and start and end lines of the refactoring. Finally, we store this
refactoring data in a database that will be later used by our RA-SZZ.
Figure 25 – An overview of our modified RefDiff (the blue boxes highlight our modifications)
RA-SZZ overview. Once we have our refactoring data, RA-SZZ is able to perform
the refactoring checks in bug-fixes and fix-inducing changes. Figure 26 shows an overview
of how RA-SZZ leverages the refactoring data to perform its analyses.
First, RA-SZZ builds an annotation graph of the modified parts of bug-fixes (i.e., ei-
ther modified or removed lines). At this step, the first check for refactoring changes occurs
at the bug-fix level. By using the refactoring data, RA-SZZ checks whether the removed/-
modified lines are within a refactoring region, i.e., a refactoring interval which is delimited
by the start and end lines of the refactoring. RA-SZZ specifies refactoring-matching rules
to detect a refactoring region. In case the removes/modified lines are refactoring changes,
RA-SZZ does not include them in the annotation graph. Next, RA-SZZ starts the fix-
inducing changes search. While searching for fix-inducing changes, RA-SZZ also checks
whether these fix-inducing candidates contain refactoring changes. Finally, RA-SZZ stores
the fix-inducing changes information in a database.
Refactoring in fix-inducing changes. While checking for refactoring changes
in fix-inducing changes, RA-SZZ may perform additional steps. Figure 27 shows how
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Figure 26 – Overview of RA-SZZ.
RA-SZZ behaves when checking for refactoring changes in fix-inducing changes.
For each line in a fix-inducing change, RA-SZZ checks whether there exists a
refactoring, by applying the refactoring-matching rules. In case RA-SZZ finds a refactoring,
the algorithm checks whether the path of the line was modified (e.g., when the move
class or rename class refactoring changes are performed). If that is the case, RA-SZZ
has to re-trace the fix-inducing changes using the different previous path and repeat the
refactoring checking process. Otherwise, RA-SZZ performs an attempt to recover the
previous content of the line before the refactoring (i.e., by using the refactoring data) to
continue the fix-inducing changes search. This entire process is repeated until no refactoring
changes are found.
Figure 27 – Checking refactoring in fix-inducing changes.
RA-SZZ vs. MA-SZZ. Finally, we compare the results obtained for MA-SZZ
with the results of RA-SZZ. We gradually compare our obtained results in a similar
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fashion as Kim et al. (KIM et al., 2006), i.e., we assume that the results of RA-SZZ are
more precise, since RA-SZZ handles refactoring changes. Hence, we assume that RA-SZZ
outperforms MA-SZZ to the extent that RA-SZZ is able to detect refactoring changes in
our dataset. Our comparisons allow us to measure how refactoring changes impact SZZ.
First, we compare the number of fix-inducing lines that are produced by RA-SZZ and
MA-SZZ. By doing so, we can compare how many false positives MA-SZZ produces by
not considering refactoring changes. Finally, we also check how many change revisions
RA-SZZ can trace back further when compared to MA-SZZ.
Results
Finding 9—RA-SZZ decreases 20.8% of the fix-inducing lines that
were flagged as fix-inducing by MA-SZZ (i.e., false positives). Although this
result does not prevent that RA-SZZ flags extra false positives when tracing more into
history, due to other SZZ limitations not yet addressed, such as backout changes and initial
code importing changes (DA COSTA et al., 2017). However, at least RA-SZZ can avoid
that those refactorings are erroneously flagged as fix-inducing changes thus contributing
to improve the SZZ algorithm.
Table 13 – The overall decrease of fix-inducing lines when comparing MA-SZZ and RA-SZZ.
System MA-SZZ RA-SZZ % reduction
ActiveMQ 19,193 15,875 17.3%
Camel 20.366 16,291 20%
Derby 35,038 29,570 15.6%
Geronimo 45,744 33,987 25.7%
Haddop Common 39,887 28,491 28.6%
HBase 236,761 189,192 20.1%
Mahout 7,866 5,145 34.6%
OpenJPA 14,585 11,571 22.1%
Pig 18,807 15,367 18.3%
Tuscany 30,320 25,831 14.8%
Total 468,840 371,320 20.8%
Table 13 compares the MA-SZZ and RA-SZZ algorithms in terms of fix-inducing
lines that are generated by each algorithm. We also present the decrease in the percentage
of bug introducing lines after applying RA-SZZ to our studied systems. Our results show
that RA-SZZ decreases the fix-inducing ratio from 14.8% (Tuscany system) to 34.6%
(Mahout) in our studied systems. In the overall mean, there was a 20.8% decrease in the
fix-inducing lines in our studied systems.
In addition, Figure 28 shows the distributions of fix-inducing lines that are produced
by MA-SZZ and RA-SZZ. We observe that the distribution of fix-inducing lines becomes less
skewed when applying MA-SZZ. Our results suggest that RA-SZZ may be of considerable
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Figure 28 – Comparison between MA-SZZ and RA-SZZ for flagged fix-inducingg lines per bug-fix.
help in the software engineering community by reducing the noise in SZZ-generated data
due to refactoring changes.
Finding 10—RA-SZZ traces the history further for 41% of the fix-
inducing lines deemed as refactoring changes. We also analyze how many of the
refactoring changes that are identified by RA-SZZ may be traced further in history. Table 14
shows that out of 12,333 fix-inducing lines, RA-SZZ can trace the history further for 5,058
lines (41%). We also observe that from these 41%, RA-SZZ analyzes a mean of 7 additional
changes when tracing the history further (with the maximum of 219 changes).
Figure 29 shows an example of a refactoring change that RA-SZZ was able
to trace further in history. When analyzing bug HBASE-1607, MA-SZZ flagged the
line 88 of the file Store.java within the change #747672 as a fix-inducing line. The
content of line 88 is a Java class declaration. Change #747672 consists of renaming
the name of the class from HStore to Store (i.e., a refactoring change of type re-
naming). In this example, RA-SZZ was able to identify that the file-path changed to
/hadoop/hbase/trunk/src/java/org/apache /hadoop/hbase/re-gionserver/HStore
.java. RA-SZZ was then able to trace further in history across 96 change revisions until
change #630550. At change #630550, RA-SZZ identified another refactoring change of
type move class. Finally, RA-SZZ traced further in history across 16 additional changes
until change #611519, which was flagged as fix-inducing. Without the ability to identify
refactoring changes, MA-SZZ would stop tracing at change #747672.
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Table 14 – Summary about the additional changes that RA-SZZ can search further in history.
System #Refaca Trace further
b Additional changec
# % avg max min
ActiveMQ 646 332 51.4% 22 114 2
Camel 1,477 613 43.3% 13 112 2
Derby 766 317 41.4% 16 102 2
Geronimo 2,284 921 40.3% 13 88 2
Haddop 1,734 641 37% 18 219 2
HBase 2,973 1,194 40.2% 18 172 2
Mahout 195 89 45.6% 10 26 2
OpenJPA 357 108 30.3% 17 122 2
Pig 660 326 49.4% 9 54 2
Tuscany 1,301 517 39.7% 11 54 2
12,333 5,058 41% 7 219 2
a #refac: number of refactored lines in fix-inducingg changes
b trace further: number and Percentage of further trace attempts that RA-SZZ performs per system/line
c additional change: the average, maximum and minimum of additional investigated revisions, respec-
tively, per system/line
Figure 29 – Example of trace back process using RA-SZZ

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We observe that RA-SZZ decreases 20.8% of the fix-inducing lines that were
produced by MA-SZZ (false positives). In addition, RA-SZZ was able to trace the
history further for 41% of the fix-inducing lines that were deemed as refactoring
changes by RefDiff.
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4.4.3 RQ3. Can we find other change patterns that are not supported by
RefDiff?
Approach
We perform a manual analysis of 365 fix-inducing lines that are produced by
RA-SZZ. Our goal is to check whether there exist additional equivalent changes (see
Definition 5) that RA-SZZ is erroneously flagging as fix-inducing. Our 365 fix-inducing
lines data is a randomized sample from a population of 7,275 refactoring lines — that
are flagged as fix-inducing by MA-SZZ — with a confidence level of 95% and confidence
interval of 5%.5
Results
Table 15 – Change patterns identified during manual analysis
Change Pattern #cases % lines
Scope adjustment 10 5.75%
Multiple refactoring 58 15.89%
Extrac method adjustment 20 5.48%
Undetected additional refatoring 31 8.49%
Unncessary code 9 2.47%
Unncessary this 3 0.82%
Break if-statement 2 0.55%
Temporary variable 12 3.29%
Swap iteration style 7 1.92%
Change interface or superclass 4 1.1%
Code verbosity 3 0.82%
Cast and log changes 5 1.37%
Finding 11—We observed that 47.95% of our manually analyzed lines
are related to equivalent changes that RA-SZZ should disregard as fix-inducing.
We perform a manual analysis to identify why RA-SZZ was not able to trace the history
further for 59% (7,275) of the fix-inducing lines that were deemed as refactoring changes
(see RQ2 — Section 4.4.2). We manually investigate a sample of 365 fix-inducing lines
(95% confidence level). We found that 52.05% of these lines are related to refactoring
changes, such as change class modifier, added parameter, and change method signature.
These changes could not be traced further by RA-SZZ because they do not have an
associated line in the previous change (e.g., these lines were added after the refactoring
was performed). However, the remaining 47.95% should have been traced further. These
47.95% of lines were related to equivalent changes (see Definition 5). Table 15 shows an
5 Sample sizes required: <https://itl.nist.gov/div898/handbook/prc/section2/prc242.htm> (June 2018)
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overall statistics of the identified equivalent changes. Also, there were 58 occurrences of
multiple refactorings which represent 15.89% of all analyzed fix-inducing lines.
We present examples for some occurrences of the observed equivalent changes below.
The data used in this manual analysis is available online to the interested reader.6
• Temporary variable addition/deletion (JUNG; OH; YI, 2009): When the change
only adds or removes temporary variables in source code, e.g., change #201894
(Listing 4.1):
−186. taskReports . add ( t i p . ge tStatus ( ) ) ;
−187. i f ( t i p . ge tSta tus ( ) . getRunState ( ) != TaskStatus .RUNNING) {
+186. TaskStatus s t a tu s=t i p . c r e a t eS ta tu s ( ) ;
+187. taskReports . add ( s t a tu s ) ;
+188. i f ( s t a tu s . getRunState ( ) != TaskStatus .RUNNING) {
Listing 4.1 – Change #201894, TaskTracker.java, HBase system
• Change interface or superclass (JUNG; OH; YI, 2009): Changes that modify interfaces,
a superclass, or both of existing classes, while maintaining system behavior. For
example, in change #492404 (Listing 4.2–4.3), a rename class (detected by RA-SZZ)
and a change on the inheritance and realization relationships are performed (line
26—Listing 4.3 is not detected by RA-SZZ):
−23. public class ABean_JPA extends ABean{
Listing 4.2 – Change #492404, ABean_JPA.java, OpenJPA system
+26. public class ExampleABean_JPA extends ABean implements Cmp2Entity
{
Listing 4.3 – Change #492404, ExampleABean_JPA.java, OpenJPA system
• Unnecessary code addition/deletion (JUNG; OH; YI, 2009): This situation occurs
when unnecessary code structures, (e.g., the use of braces in an if-scope with just
one statement) are removed or added in the source code. For example, in change
#393035 (Listing 4.4):
−121. i f ( parentName == null ) {
−122. return null ;
−123. }
+154. i f ( parentName == null )
+155. return null ;
Listing 4.4 – Change #393035, FSDirectory.java, Haddop system
6 <https://sites.google.com/view/refactoringszz/> (June 2018)
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• Swap iteration style (DA COSTA et al., 2017): This pattern occurs when the
iteration style is changed. For example, change #109872 from Geronimo system
moves the method addRoleMappings from JettyXMLConfiguration (Listing 4.5)
to SecurityContext BeforeAfter (Listing 4.6) class. However, RA-SZZ could not
recover the previous version of line +117 (see Listing 4.6), since change 109872 also
swaps the iteration style in this line during the move operation:
−337. I t e r a t o r realms = r o l e . getRealms ( ) . va lue s ( ) . i t e r a t o r ( ) ;
−338. while ( realms . hasNext ( ) ) {
Listing 4.5 – Change #109872, JettyXMLConfiguration .java, Geronimo system
+117. for ( I t e r a t o r realms = r o l e . getRealms ( ) . va lue s ( ) . i t e r a t o r ( ) ;
realms . hasNext ( ) ; ) {
Listing 4.6 – Change #109872, SecurityContextBefore After.java, Geronimo system
• Swapping condition of an if-statement. (JACKSON; LADD et al., 1994) This pattern
occurs when breaking a conditional expression in multiple if-statements (or the
reverse), e.g., change #783632 (Listing 4.7):
−105. } else i f ( contentType . s tartsWith ( " t ex t / p l a i n " ) ) {
+132. } else {
+133. i f ( contentType . s tartsWith ( " t ex t / p l a i n " ) ) {
Listing 4.7 – Change #783632, MailBinding.java, Camel system
• Scope adjustment during extraction: This pattern occurs when a method is extracted
from its original class to a different class. In some cases, it is also necessary to
adjust the scope of the variables that are used in the original method call. For
example, in change #630545, the method regionServerStartup (which is not shown)
was extracted from the HMaster class (Listing 4.8) to the ServerManager class
(Listing 4.9). After being extracted, the new method cannot access the variable
closed of its original class (line 110—Listing 4.8) because such a variable had a
private access in its original class (i.e., HMaster, at line 87—Listing 4.8). To solve this
problem, an instance variable of type HBase is declared after the method extraction
(line 69—Listing 4.9). Finally, the variable closed may be accessed in the extracted
method via instance variable. (line 118—Listing 4.9).
−87. public class HMaster extends . . . {
−88. HMasterRegionInter face {
. . .
110 . volat i le AtomicBoolean c l o s ed = new AtomicBoolean ( true ) ;
. . .
−712. i f ( ! c l o s ed . get ( ) ) {
Listing 4.8 – Change #630545, HMaster.java, HBase system
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+50. class ServerManager implements . . . {
. . .
+69. private HMaster master ;
. . .
+118. i f ( ! master . c l o s ed . get ( ) ) {
Listing 4.9 – Change #630545, ServerManager.java, HBase system
• Undetected refactoring: In some cases, we identify that an additional refactoring was
not recognized by RA-SZZ. For example, a renamed variable (undetected) within
the scope of a moved method (detected) (e.g., change #393677);
• Multiple refactoring changes that lead to a doubtful previous path: This case occurs
when several refactoring changes (with different origin paths) are found in the same
line. An implementation of SZZ should be able to fork the refactoring change into
different paths while tracing back further in history (e.g., change #617338).
• Other equivalent changes: Several other minor equivalent changes were identified,
such as the addition/removal of the this keyword (JUNG; OH; YI, 2009). The
initialization with a declaration of a global variable and deep semantics (JUNG; OH;
YI, 2009), among others (see Section 2.4).

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Our results reveal that 47.95% of the analyzed fix-inducing lines are related to
equivalent changes that RA-SZZ should not flag as fix-inducing. Among them
we found 15.89% to represent multiple refactorings per line; 8.49% consist of
undetected refactoring; 2.47% of addition/removal of unnecessary code etc.
4.4.4 RQ4. Does a refactoring aware SZZ implementation achieve results
better than previous ones through the use of an evaluation framework?
Approach
We evaluate our implementation using the framework proposed by da Costa
et al. (DA COSTA et al., 2017) to analyze whether RA-SZZ achieves good results in the
evaluation criteria of this framework (see Section 4.3). Therefore, we compute the three
evaluation criteria proposed by the framework for the RA-SZZ, L-SZZ, and R-SZZ results.
L-SZZ and R-SZZ are two filters proposed by Davies et al. (DAVIES; ROPER; WOOD,
2014) that consider only the latest and the largest fix-inducing changes, respectively. We
computed the L-SZZ and R-SZZ results using the RA-SZZ results as basis — we called as
L-SZZ** and R-SZZ**, respectively. We build these implementations to compare with the
L-SZZ and R-SZZ results built using the MA-SZZ results in (DA COSTA et al., 2017) —
L-SZZ* and R-SZZ*, respectively.
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Results
a) Earliest Bug Appearance
Finding 12—RA-SZZ achieves the lowest disagreement ratio (0%–
11%), which is 6% lower than the one obtained by MA-SZZ. Table 16 shows
the results of the disagreement ratio for all the implementations. We find that RA-SZZ
achieves the lowest disagreement ratio in general (0%–11%), followed by that of L-SZZ**
(0%–12%) and R-SZZ** (3%–16%). These results are 6%, 17%, and 35% lower than those
of MA-SZZ (0%–17%), L-SZZ* (6%–29%) and R-SZZ* (25%–51%), respectively. L-SZZ**
and R-SZZ** have a much lower disagreement ratio than L-SZZ* and R-SZZ*.
Table 16 – The disagreement ratio for the SZZ implementations
MA-SZZ RA-SZZ
MA-SZZ L-SZZ* R-SZZ* RA-SZZ L-SZZ** R-SZZ**
ActiveMQ 0.11 0.24 0.51 0.11 0.12 0.16
Camel 0.05 0.16 0.42 0.06 0.07 0.14
Derby 0.08 0.15 0.47 0.07 0.07 0.07
Geronimo 0.04 0.13 0.28 0.02 0.02 0.03
Haddop 0.17 0.28 0.46 0.1 0.1 0.11
HBase 0.07 0.24 0.5 0.04 0.06 0.08
Mahout 0 0.09 0.36 0 0 0.1
OpenJPA 0.16 0.28 0.44 0.09 0.13 0.15
Pig 0.04 0.06 0.32 0.04 0.04 0.04
Tuscany 0.04 0.13 0.31 0.03 0.03 0.05
0%-17% 6%-29% 25%-51% 0%-11% 0%-12% 3%-16%
* L-SZZ and R-SZZ built using the MA-SZZ results.
** L-SZZ and R-SZZ built using the RA-SZZ results.
The only difference between MA-SZZ and RA-SZZ is the refactoring detection in
RA-SZZ. This indicates that recognizing refactoring changes during the SZZ analysis does
indeed improve RA-SZZ compared with prior implementations. Curiously, RA-SZZ still
increases the disagreement rate for the Camel system; however, solely for this system. We
manually analyze all the bugs of the Camel system in disagreement. We observe that RA-
SZZ flags a smaller number of lines as fix-inducing for these bugs, since our implementation
does not analyze bug-fix lines deemed as refactoring. On the other hand, the number of
incorrect fix-inducing lines remains the same for both implementations. Therefore, the
proportion of incorrect fix-inducing changes per bug increases and, consequently, the
number of the bug in disagreement also increases.
b) Future Impact of Changes
Finding 13—RA-SZZ achieves the same percentage (38%) of fix-inducing
changes with multiple future bugs of MA-SZZ. Table 17 shows the results for the
count of future bugs metric, highlighting the percentage of multiple future bugs per im-
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plementation (%MFB). Our results show that RA-SZZ maintains the same proportion of
fix-inducing changes that led to multiple future bugs compared with MA-SZZ (38%).
Table 17 – Measurements of the future impacts of changes
MA-SZZ RA-SZZ
MA-SZZ L-SZZ* R-SZZ* RA-SZZ L-SZZ** R-SZZ**
%MFB 38% 26% 20% 38% 55% 50%
MD 347 273 162 368 427 406
UMAD 765 611 371 810 925 885
%AMAD 27% 26% 29% 27% 26% 26%
%MDF Percentage of multiples future bugs.
MD Median in days of the time-span of future bugs.
UMAD Upper median absolute deviation.
%AMAD Percentage of samples above UMAD.
* L-SZZ and R-SZZ built using the MA-SZZ results.
** L-SZZ and R-SZZ built using the RA-SZZ results.
Finding 14—RA-SZZ obtains a slight increase in the median value of
the time-span of future bugs (368 days). Figure 30 shows the distribution of the
time-span of future bugs in days per change for each implementation. We also compute the
upper MAD values for each implementation (see UMAD in Table 17) and the percentage
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Figure 30 – The time-span of future bugs for each SZZ implementation.
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of samples above UMAD (%AMAD). We observe that R-SZZ* continues having the
shortest time-span of future bugs (a median of 162 days), with an upper MAD of 371 days.
Surprisingly, RA-SZZ (a median of 427 days) still has a larger time-span of future bugs
compared to MA-SZZ (347 days). Nevertheless, there is no much difference between the
percentage of samples above UMAD under both implementations (approximately 27%).
The median-value increase for RA-SZZ possibly occurs because RA-SZZ traces the data
history more deeply for 41% of the fix-inducing lines deemed as refactoring changes (see
Finding 10).
c) Realism of Fix-Inducing
Finding 15—There is no much difference between MA-SZZ and RA-
SZZ in terms of the time-span of fix-inducing changes. Figure 31 shows the
distribution of the time-span of fix-inducing changes per issue for each SZZ implementation.
RA-SZZ obtains a slightly shorter time-span of fix-inducing changes (a median of 309 days)
than that obtained by MA-SZZ (a median of 317 days). The upper MADs for MA-SZZ and
RA-SZZ are 712 and 697, respectively. Therefore, we conclude that there is no significant
difference between these implementations in terms of time-span of fix-inducing changes.
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Figure 31 – The time-span of fix-inducing changes for each SZZ implementation.
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We find that RA-SZZ improves the disagreement ratio over the previous imple-
mentations. However, RA-SZZ still shows symptoms of suspicious data when
obtaining the time-span of future bugs and fix-inducing changes.
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Finally, Figure 32 shows an overview of the results obtained for each RQ of this study.
Figure 32 – Overview of the results obtained in this study for each RQ
4.5 Threats to Validity
In this section, we report the threats to the validity of our study 2.
4.5.1 Internal Validity Threats
The interval validity is concerned with the causal conclusions that are drawn based
on the analyses of a study. In this matter, we use the RefDiff tool to identify refactoring
changes. RefDiff can only identify 13 types of refactoring out of the 63 types that are
cataloged by Fowler (FOWLER; BECK, 1999). In particular, this threat does not impair
our study but limits our results. On the other hand, RefDiff may still generate false
positives. However, recent studies (SILVA; VALENTE, 2017; TSANTALIS et al., 2018)
show that RefDiff has better precision and recall for refactoring identification than the
most of the previous tools (see Section 2.3.2).
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4.5.2 Construct Validity Threats
The construct validity is concerned with the assumptions behind the measures of
a study. In this concern, we assume that refactoring changes (Definition 3) should not
introduce bugs (as defined by Fowler). Nevertheless, we acknowledge the research of Soares
et al. (SOARES et al., 2010)(SOARES; GHEYI; MASSONI, 2013), which observes that
some refactoring attempts may be defective in specific situations. However, the authors
observed that less than 1% of the refactoring attempts were defective (SOARES; GHEYI;
MASSONI, 2013). In addition, none of our studied samples are included in the situations
described by Soares et al. (SOARES et al., 2010).
4.5.3 External Validity Threats
The external threats to the validity are concerned with the ability to generalize
the findings of a study to external populations (i.e., in our case, software systems). In this
matter, we study 10 Apache open source systems to identify how many refactoring changes
are erroneously flagged as fix-inducing. The used projects comprise different application
domains — e.g., messaging queue, database, service-oriented architecture etc — and
they are of different sizes. We acknowledge that we cannot generalize our observations
to other different software systems. Nevertheless, the main goal of our study is not to
reach generalizability, since the amount of refactoring may vary from project to project
depending on the practices of the development team. Instead, our main goal is to highlight
that current SZZ implementations generate inaccurate results by not handling refactoring
changes.
4.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, we study the impact of refactoring changes on existing SZZ
implementations. We use the RefDiff tool to identify 13 types of refactoring that are
interleaved in bug-fixes, and that may be flagged as fix-inducing by SZZ. We also propose
the refactoring aware SZZ (RA-SZZ), which is able to identify refactoring changes while
tracing in the code history. We also perform a manual analysis of the fix-inducing lines
that could not be traced further by RA-SZZ. Finally, we evaluate our implementation
using an evaluation framework. Among our main findings, we observe that:
• 6.5% of the fix-inducing lines identified by MA-SZZ are actually related to refactoring
changes. Such an observation should be interpreted as a lower bound observation,
since RefDiff can detect only 13 types of refactoring changes.
• 19.9% of the fix-inducing lines that are modified during bug-fixes are related to
refactoring changes and should not be traced further by SZZ.
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• Our RA-SZZ removes 20.8% of the lines that are flagged as fix-inducing changes by
MA-SZZ. Moreover, RA-SZZ was able to trace further the history of 5,058 refactored
lines.
• 47.95% out of the 365 manually analyzed fix-inducing lines contained equivalent
changes that RA-SZZ could not trace the history further. Examples of these equivalent
changes are undetected refactoring (8.49%), multiple refactoring per line (15.89%),
addition/deletion of unnecessary code (2.47%), and swap iteration style (1.92%).
• RA-SZZ reduces 6% of disagreement ratio over MA-SZZ; however, still retains an
equal proportion of fix-inducing changes with multiple future bugs and similar values
for the time-span metrics.
SZZ is often used to provide support to empirical studies. However, our study
suggests that the results of previous research might be tainted by not considering refactoring
changes when running the SZZ algorithm. On the other hand, by using the evaluation
framework, we find that our RA-SZZ still needs to improve its accuracy, although it has
already reduced the disagreement rate over MA-SZZ.
4.7 Chapter Summary
This chapter presented an empirical study performed in this thesis to investigate
the relationship between refactoring changes and SZZ results. We presented the adopted
methodology in this study and the evaluated framework for evaluating SZZ. We used
RefDiff to detect thirteen types of refactoring changes in fix-inducing changes generated
by MA-SZZ, a recent SZZ implementation identified in our mapping study. Moreover, we
also used RefDiff to analyze the bug-fix changes used as input for SZZ algorithm. Finally,
we presented the results of this study and discussed them for each investigated RQ.
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5 How can the SZZ algorithm be improved
using a validated dataset? (Study 3)
In our prior study (Chapter 4), we proposed an SZZ improvement called refactoring
aware SZZ (RA-SZZ), which is identifies and discards refactoring changes in bug-fixes
and fix-inducing changes. We observe that RA-SZZ significantly reduces the number of
fix-inducing lines generated. However, since previous studies did not provide a trusty
dataset for evaluating SZZ (see results of Chapter 3), we could not use a valid dataset
to evaluate our results. The adoption of the a trusty dataset is essential to evaluate the
precision and recall of SZZ. Moreover, by using an evaluation framework, we found that
RA-SZZ still needs to be improved to avoid inaccurate data. In this chapter, we present a
study whose goal is to build a validated dataset and revisit known RA-SZZ limitations to
enhance the algorithm.
5.1 Research Questions
Our work addresses the following research questions (RQs) to evaluate our RA-SZZ
implementation, and present their respective motivations:
RQ1. How accurate are the current SZZ implementations by using a validated dataset?
Motivation: In Study 2 (Chapter 4), we showned that RA-SZZ reduces the number
of fix-inducing lines generated, but we were not able to evaluate the accuracy of the
generated results because we used an unvalidated dataset. Furthermore, we know
that there are still RA-SZZ limitations that may affect our results (see Section 5.3).
Therefore, evaluating the precision using a validated dataset is relevant for verifying
whether our implementation improves the accuracy. Additionally, we may revisit
the RA-SZZ limitations to enhance the SZZ algorithm.
RQ2. What are the reasons behind the wrong SZZ results? Motivation: We have already
incorporated some improvements in SZZ; however, there are still several other
unaddressed limitations in the algorithm. We then aim to quantify in our dataset
which of these limitations cause erroneous results. Determining which are the
most recurrent limitations is essential for guiding future efforts to improve this
algorithm.
Chapter Organization. The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows.
Section 5.2 describes our methodology and the validated dataset construction process.
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Section 5.3 presents the limitations revisited in this study, while Section 5.4 describes the
refinements performed in our RA-SZZ implementation. In Section 5.5, we show the study
results. Section 5.6 discusses our lessons learned. Section 5.7 elaborates on the threats
to validity and Section 5.8 presents our conclusions and discussions. Finally, Section 5.9
summarizes this chapter.
5.2 Study Design
In this section, we introduce the studied systems, and we explain the study method-
ology and the process for building our validated dataset.
5.2.1 Studied Systems
In this study, we use the Defects4J (JUST; JALALI; ERNST, 2014)1 dataset
because it already isolates bug-fix lines from unrelated changes (JUST; JALALI; ERNST,
2014), such as feature additions or refactoring changes. In addition, this dataset has been
extensively used for empirical studies on bug analysis (PEARSON et al., 2017; XIONG et
al., 2017; SHAMSHIRI et al., 2015; QI et al., 2015; LE; LO; GOUES, 2016).
Figure 33 – Defects4J artifacts and metadata: source code versions Vfix and Vbug isolated
by Defects4J; Cn and Cn-1 are two consecutive changes in a system source code
management; and Cfic represents the respective fix-inducing change (JUST; JALALI;
ERNST, 2014).
Defects4J provides a bug database with the following data for each bug: (i) detailed
documentation of the changes in the system source code management (SCM) and (ii) a
patch of the isolated bug. Figure 33, extracted from the Defects4J paper (JUST; JALALI;
ERNST, 2014), shows the artifacts and metadata contained therein. Vfix represents a
version with the fixed source code and Vbug a buggy source code version. Moreover, for
each change (Cn), the dataset provides also its respective previous change (Cn-1 ). The
diff between Cn and Cn-1 contains the Vfix , and it may also contain unrelated changes
to bug-fix, such as features and refactoring changes. Defect4J isolates the valid bug-fix
1 Defects4J is available at <http://defects4j.org> (June 2018)
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lines by using a patch of the isolated bug. A patch contains only the buggy lines, which
if reintroduced in the change (Cn) obtains a buggy source code version (Vbug) — i.e., it
represents the diff between Vfix and Vbug (JUST; JALALI; ERNST, 2014).
The only data (in Figure 33) that are not provided by Defects4J are Cfic, i.e., the
respective fix-inducing change for the bug. However, we perform a manual analysis (see
Section 5.2.2) to identify these data and build a validated dataset for SZZ evaluations.
In total, Defects4J catalogs 365 bug-fixes collected from six Java systems, which are
hosted from different repositories. Table 18 shows the studied systems extracted from the
Defects4J dataset. It also shows their source code management (SCM) repository types
and the bug-fix changes.
Table 18 – Subject Systems Overview
System Repository Type Bug-Fix
JFreeChart Subversion 26
Google Closure-Compiler Git 133
Apache Commons-Lang Subversion/Git 65
Apache Commons-Math Subversion/Git 106
Mockito Git 38
Joda-Time Git 27
5.2.2 Study Methodology
Figure 34 shows the methodology that we adopt in this study, which consists of
five steps; we highlight these steps, as well as the artifacts, and the support tools used in
each one.
Figure 34 – Study Methodology Overview
Step 1: Build a validated dataset
As we describe in Section 5.2.1, Defects4J provides a patch containing only buggy
lines for re-introducing the bug (Vbug) in the fixed version of the source code (Vfix).
However, we need to match the lines contained in the patch with each line removed during
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the bug-fix change (Cn) to recognize the removed lines that are unrelated to bug-fix.
Moreover, Defects4J does not provide Cfic, i.e., the respective fix-inducing change for
each bug. Therefore, in this step, we perform a manual analysis to build a validated
dataset based on the Defects4J (JUST; JALALI; ERNST, 2014) dataset for evaluating
SZZ implementations. We detail this manual analysis process for dataset construction in
the next subsection (Section 5.2.3).
Step 2: Refine the RA-SZZ implementation
After revisiting known limitations of RA-SZZ (see Section 5.3), we refine the RA-
SZZ implementation to improve its precision on finding fix-inducing changes. Section 5.4
presents all performed refinements in our implementation to enhance the SZZ algorithm.
Step 3: Run the SZZ implementations on the validated dataset
Next, we run MA-SZZ and both RA-SZZ implementations, i.e., before and after
refinements performed in the prior step, on the validated dataset based on Defect4J. After
the aforementioned running, we obtain the set of fix-inducing changes, which we further
analyze in the following steps.
Step 4: Collect metrics
To compare the SZZ-generated results we use the data from step 3 to compute the
metrics that used in our analyses. These metrics are employed to answer our RQ1, whose
approach is described in Section 5.5.1.
Step 5: Perform a manual analysis
Finally, we perform a manual analysis on the RA-SZZ-generated results to answer
RQ2 (see Section 5.5.2). We analyze both the invalid bug-fix lines wrongly analyzed by
RA-SZZ and the incorrect RA-SZZ-generated results.
5.2.3 Validated Dataset Construction
This section describes the process adopted to validate the Defect4J dataset for
evaluating SZZ implementations. Figure 35 shows each step and input/output artifacts,
which are described below. As we describe in Section 5.2.1, a change (Cn) may contain
both valid bug-fix lines and unrelated changes to bug-fix, such as features and refactoring
changes. If SZZ receives as input an unrelated change — i.e., invalid bug-fix lines —,
consequently, the algorithm can return an incorrect fix-inducing change — except when
the SZZ implementation is able to recognize the invalid input, e.g., RA-SZZ for some
refactoring types. In addition, SZZ may flag incorrect fix-inducing lines because of the
non-detection of refactoring or other unrelated change types during the tracing back
process. We aim to build a validated dataset that identifies both valid bug-fix lines and
correct fix-inducing lines. Additionally, our dataset contains information about actual
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Figure 35 – Validated dataset-construction process
refactoring both in the unrelated changes and in the incorrect fix-inducing changes flagged
by our SZZ implementations.
(i) Isolate valid bug-fix lines
First, we separate the valid bug-fix lines from other lines removed during the
bug-fix changes (Cn). Defect4J isolates the buggy lines by using a patch (see definition in
Section 5.2.1). With the Defect4J patch information, we can also isolate the lines which
are indeed responsible to bug-fix in Cn.
Figure 36 shows how we isolate the valid bug-fix lines from all removed lines in a
bug-fix change. Figure 36.a shows the Defect4J patch for the bug #6 in the closure-compiler
system. The patch adds only the buggy lines to the fixed source code; therefore, only these
lines should be removed during the bug-fix. We find the correspondence between the added
lines in the patch with lines 407-411, 413, and 419-423, which are removed during the
bug-fix in Cn (Figure 36.b). We call these lines valid. The remainder of the modified lines
are invalid bug-fix lines, i.e., unrelated changes to bug-fix, such as refactoring changes. In
our example, line 412 is an invalid bug-fix line, since it is not equivalent to any buggy line
in the patch (Figure 36.a). We are not analyzing the added lines in Cn because SZZ only
traces removed lines.
(ii) Manually identify refactoring changes in invalid bug-fix lines
After isolating valid bug-fix lines from invalid bug-fix lines — unrelated changes to
bug-fix —, we manually analyze whether such lines involve refactoring. This analysis is
essential for determining whether our RA-SZZ implementation is identifying invalid bug-fix
lines as refactoring. In our example in Figure 36, the invalid bug-fix line 412 changes the
indentation only, so line 412 is not considered as a refactoring change.
(iii) Identify fix-inducing changes by using SZZ implementations
This step receives the valid bug-fix lines identified in the prior step as input. We
use our SZZ implementations to obtain a potential set of fix-inducing changes for each
bug. The SZZ usage is important to reduce the manual analysis effort. However, since the
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Figure 36 – Procedure to distinguish valid bug-fix lines from unrelated lines: (a) the Defects4J
patch for bug #6 and (b) the diff hunk between the changes #929b1c8 and #9f7a353
in the file TypeValidator.java, of the closure-compiler system.
SZZ implementations can still induce errors, we consider these results are just potential
fix-inducing changes. The next step receives these potential fix-inducing changes as input
to manually validate them.
(iv) Manually validate the fix-inducing lines
Finally, we manually analyze whether the fix-inducing lines (as indicated by SZZ)
for each bug-fix is indeed responsible for introducing the bug into the system. When a line
is wrongly flagged as fix-inducing by SZZ, we manually continue tracing back for history
until we find the correct change that should be flagged as the fix-inducing change.
All these artifacts generated for each step in this dataset-construction process are
used to build a validated dataset for evaluating SZZ in this chapter and future work.
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5.3 Known Limitations of RA-SZZ
In this section, we explain the known limitations of RA-SZZ to help us to under-
stand the improvements we make in the algorithm. Consequently, when addressing these
improvements, we contribute to better SZZ accuracy.
a) Undetected refactoring types
We already recognized the non-detection of refactoring changes as an SZZ limitation.
Furthermore, our previous study (Chapter 4) showed that refactoring can indeed impact
the SZZ results. In that study, we integrated the RefDiff tool into an existing SZZ
implementation and proposed our refactoring aware SZZ (RA-SZZ) implementation.
However, RefDiff can only identify 13 types of refactoring changes, while Fowler (FOWLER;
BECK, 1999) presents an extensive catalog of 63 distinct types of refactoring changes.
Even though other tools may detect different types of refactoring changes (e.g., Refac-
toring Miner (TSANTALIS et al., 2013; SILVA; TSANTALIS; VALENTE, 2016), Refac-
toring Crawler (DIG et al., 2006), and Ref-Finder (PRETE et al., 2010; KIM et al.,
2010)), the evaluation of these tools has revealed a low precision, which can incur in many
false positives. In this context, RefDiff has superior precision and recall compared to the
previous approaches. For this reason, we adopted it in our RA-SZZ implementation in the
prior study (Chapter 4).
However, more recently — after we perform the study in Chapter 4 —, Tsantalis
et al. (TSANTALIS et al., 2018) proposed a new refactoring-detection tool called RMiner
and evaluated it to be highly accurate for detecting refactoring changes. RMiner supports
the majority of the refactoring types most commonly used in practice by developers (NE-
GARA et al., 2013; MURPHY-HILL; PARNIN; BLACK, 2012), and 15 of those were
evaluated by Tsantalis et al. (TSANTALIS et al., 2018). Moreover, RMiner presents higher
precision than RefDiff, with a similar recall (TSANTALIS et al., 2018).
Thus, refining the RA-SZZ implementation (CAMPOS NETO; DA COSTA;
KULESZA, 2018) to incorporate this novel tool may improve SZZ precision and re-
call, since RMiner can detect more refactoring changes with superior precision in bug-fix
and fix-inducing changes.
b) False positives and False negatives
RA-SZZ does not identify refactoring changes directly; rather, it uses the refactoring
information provided by specific tools, e.g., RefDiff or RMiner, to match a refactoring
region in the analyzed change (Figure 37). The refactoring region is what we call the
code fragment to which refactoring is applied. The delimitation of this region varies
according to the type of refactoring. For example, in a rename method, the refactoring
region matches the method-signature lines, while in a move method, this region matches
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Figure 37 – Refactoring-match process: (a) recognize refactoring by using a support tool and
save the refactoring changes in the database; (b) send the tracing line information to
perform match; (d) apply the matching rules by using refactoring data in the database
to identify the refactoring region; and (d) return if tracing line is a refactoring.
the full method scope. We specify matching rules (Figure 37.c) for delimiting refactoring
regions (Figure 37.d) by using the refactoring data in the refactoring database (Figure 37.a).
A matching rule contains logical operators to check if a tracing line (Figure 37.b) is indeed
a refactoring, according to each refactoring type. Figure 37 shows an overview of this
refactoring-match process for delimiting refactoring regions.
RA-SZZ checks whether there is refactoring in both bug-fix and fix-inducing changes.
Therefore, the refactoring-detection tool must provide information about refactoring
localization before and after the change. Figure 38 shows how RA-SZZ uses this information
during the refactoring-match process. First, to investigate whether a line removed during
a bug-fix change is a refactoring (Figure 38.a), RA-SZZ uses the refactoring information
from before the change. This information is used in this case because we are analyzing
the removed lines, i.e., those that existed before the analyzed change. For example, in
Figure 38.a, the bar method is renamed to foo. Therefore, the line “ void bar () {” is
Figure 38 – Information used by RA-SZZ during a refactoring-match process: (a) in bug-fix lines
analysis and (b) tracing fix-inducing lines.
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the removed during the bug-fix and it that is analyzed by SZZ, i.e., with method name
before of the rename. Conversely, while tracing the source code history (Figure 38.b), RA-
SZZ searches for when lines removed during a fix were added in the first place. Therefore,
our algorithm uses the refactoring information after a change in this case, since we are
now analyzing the added lines.
False positive problem. Nevertheless, we observe that both refactoring-detection
tools incorporated into the RA-SZZ implementation cannot recognize the exact lines
in which refactoring changes occur — mainly the refactoring types that taking place
within method bodies (such as extract method, inline method, and push down/up method).
Figure 39 shows these limitations using an illustrative example with an extract method
refactoring-occurrence. In this example, lines 47-49 (before-change) are extracted from the
foo method to lines 71-73 (after-change) within the bar method. However, the closest
localization that the refactoring-detection tools return is the parent localization, since that
the tools do not recognize the refactored line number, only the scope where the refactoring
change occurs, i.e., the parent localization. Thus, before the change, the tool returns lines
46-51 — which correspond to the scope of the foo method —, and, for after the change,
it returns lines 71-75 — which correspond to the scope of the bar method — and line
47 — where the bar method is called after extracting code. Subsequently, RA-SZZ uses
this information to match the refactoring regions before and after the change. However,
since this region contains more lines than have real refactoring changes, this match can
result in the false positives detection, as we can see in lines 46 (before-change) and 74
(after-change).
False negative problem. Additionally, when we extract or rename a method,
the calls to the method are also refactored. This is a refactoring calling. A refactoring
calling can also occur with the refactoring of the other element types, such as rename
Figure 39 – An illustrative example with an extract method occurrence to illustrate the RA-SZZ
limitation for recognizing the exact refactored lines.
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or extract of attributes or classes. In Figure 39, this refactoring calling occurs in line 47
(after-change) and refers to a valid refactoring region in the source code. However, the
current RA-SZZ implementation cannot recognize these regions yet.
Therefore, to refine the RA-SZZ refactoring-matching rules by addressing these
above problems can help to reduce false negatives and to detect more true positives.
c) Problems in the bug-fix changes
Previous studies (PRECHELT; PEPPER, 2014; DA COSTA et al., 2017) have
shown that SZZ likely recognizes false positives in bug-fix changes due to refactoring
changes performed while fixing bugs. These false positive lines in the bug-fixes return false
fix-inducing lines, since they were not related to the bug. RA-SZZ can avoid a portion
(see Chapter 4) of these lines by using refactoring information provided by an existing
tool (RefDiff); however, there remain unrelated changes that can taint the results of the
SZZ algorithm.
Complementary, Just et al. (JUST; JALALI; ERNST, 2014) manually isolate the
bug-fix from unrelated changes — i.e., changes that are performed while fixing bugs but
that they are not truly responsible for the bug-fix, such as feature additions or refactoring
changes — to build a real bugs dataset. We use the Just et al. (JUST; JALALI; ERNST,
2014)’data to compute the proportion of unrelated changes in this dataset, i.e., the
proportion of lines that SZZ should not even analyze. We observe that only 51% of the
lines removed during the bug-fix changes cataloged by Just et al. (JUST; JALALI; ERNST,
2014) are indeed responsible for fixing. This low proportion reinforces the need to eliminate
unrelated changes from SZZ input to improve the SZZ results.
5.4 RA-SZZ implementation refinements
In Section 5.3, we discuss how existing SZZ limitations can be addressed to
improve the SZZ results. Here, we describe the details of the refinements performed in our
implementation to minimize these limitations. We divide these improvements into groups,
as presented below.
Improvement 1: Integrate new refactoring types using a novel tool
Initially, to enhance our implementation to detect novel refactoring types, we
append the RMiner tool with RefDiff in our RA-SZZ. This new integration allows SZZ to
recognize two new refactoring types: change package (move source directory and rename
package) and extract and move method. Table 19 shows the refactoring types recognized
by RA-SZZ and the tool that supports the recognition of the refactoring change. It also
shows the percentage of each refactoring types detected in our dataset by using both
support tools. Despite the addition of only two refactoring types, the occurrence of these
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refactoring types represents 22% of all the refactoring changes identified by RMiner. In
addition, the change package operation is the second refactoring type with the highest
occurrence number in our dataset (18%); the rename method is the unique refactoring
type with more occurrence than change package (21%).
Table 19 – Recognized Refactoring Types in RA-SZZ using Defects4J dataset
Refactoring Type Supported by % of occurrencesRefDiff RMiner RefDiff RMiner
Inline Method yes yes 3.9% 1.8%
Extract Method yes yes 36.5% 10.7%
Move Field yes yes 3.8% 6.7%
Move Class yes yes 5.6% 9.7%
Change Package no yes - 18%
Push Down Method yes yes 0.7% 1.8%
Push Down Field yes yes 0.5% 1.5%
Extract Interface yes yes 0.4% 0.5%
Pull Up Method yes yes 1.9% 9%
Pull Up Field yes yes 0.6% 1.9%
Move Method yes yes 16.5% 8.4%
Rename Method yes yes 25.6% 20.9%
Extract Superclass yes yes 0.3% 1.8%
Rename Class yes yes 3.6% 3.2%
Extract and Move Method no yes - 4.3%
Additionally, RMiner also detects refactoring changes related to method-signature
changes, e.g., add/remove parameter, hide/unhide method, and change return/parameter
type. However, the precision of these types has not yet been measured in previous studies.
For this reason, these refactoring types have not yet been included in our implementation.
Improvement 2: Refine refactoring-matching rules
In Section 5.3.b, we show how RA-SZZ delimits a refactoring region to recognize
refactoring lines. The algorithm uses different matching rules according to the refactoring
type. We also discussed problems arising due to refactoring with imprecise localization
— i.e., when the refactoring-detection tool does not return the exact line which occurs
the refactoring (see Section 5.3.b). Subsequently, to reduce the number of false negatives
detected during the refactoring-matches, we refine our matching rules (see Figure 37.c
in Section 5.3) to exclude these imprecise refactoring regions. Moreover, we include the
localization of the refactoring calling in our matching rules for detecting refactoring changes
when the refactored code is called.
Figure 40 specifies matching rules for recognizing refactoring during the analysis
of bug-fix lines. Figure 40.a shows the bug-fix line information used as an input to the
refactoring-matching rules (Figure 40.d). Figure 40.b and 40.c show an illustrative example
of a refactoring change in the bug-fix change #554. RA-SZZ receives all the removed
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Figure 40 – Refactoring-match refined rules for recognizing refactoring changes in bug-fix changes
lines of a change (e.g., #554) as input; however, not all these remove lines are related to
bug-fix. For each potential bug-fix line, RA-SZZ applies the refactoring-matching rules for
eliminating the invalid bug-fix lines, i.e., when the line is not in a refactoring region.
Each matching rule (lines in Figure 40.d) indicates how RA-SZZ combines the
refactoring data and the bug-fix line information to match a refactoring region for each
refactoring type. For example, in Figure 40.b, the getDouble method is renamed to
getNumber during the change #554. In this case, the refactoring-detection tool returns
that the starting line of the refactored method (startline) is line 2; the first line of
the refactored method scope (1stline) is line 4; and the refactored method ends in line
5 (endline). Suppose RA-SZZ is analyzing whether line 3 is a refactoring change. To
match a RENAME_METHOD refactoring, first, we check if the change number before of the
refactoring (beforechange) is equal to the analyzed bug-fix change (i.e., #554). Then, we
check if the analyzed bug-fix #line (i.e., line 3) is between startline (i.e., line 2) and
1stline (i.e., line 4), into the same pathfile (i.e., Random.java). Moreover, RMiner
returns that line 27 (Figure 40.c) in the file Class1.java contains a refactoring calling
to the refactored method in Figure 40.b. Therefore, alternatively, we also check if the
analyzed bug-fix #line and the bug-fix pathfile are equal to call_line (i.e., line 27
in Figure 40.c) and call_pathfile (i.e., Class1.java in Figure 40.c), respectively, in a
refactoring calling.
The refactoring calling match addition is a refinement of this rule. All new matches
included in our rules are highlighted in Figure 40 in green. We do not include the refactoring
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Figure 41 – Refactoring-match refined rules for recognizing refactoring changes during the tracing
to search fix-inducing changes
calling in matching rules of the refactoring types involving moving operations — e.g., move,
pull up/push down and extract method/attribute — because, they do not usually change
the calling to the refactored code. Additionally, we exclude the refactoring-matches causing
false negatives due to imprecise refactoring localizations (see Section 5.3.b). These removed
matches are highlighted in Figure 40 in red. For example, we remove refactoring-matches
from extract method, pull_up/push_down method and inline method refactoring because
these refactoring types cause many false positives results (see Section 5.3.b) during the
bug-fix analysis. Additionally, we observe that the inline method refactoring affects the
calling to the refactored method; therefore, we add the refactoring calling in matching
rules of this refactoring.
Similarly, Figure 41 specifies refactoring-matching rules for recognizing refactoring
during the analysis of fix-inducing changes. We also highlight match removal (red) and
addition (green) in the figure. In this novel example, in Figure 41.b, the get method is
renamed to getDouble in a previous change (#550). However, now RA-SZZ is search-
ing for when the getDouble method — which is removed during the bug-fix in the
change #554 (Figure 40.b) — were added to the source code. Therefore, our rules use
the after change information in fix-inducing changes analysis. To better understand
the difference between after and before information, see our discussion in Section 5.3.b.
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Improvement 3: Minor refinements
Additionally, to allow the RA-SZZ implementation to use Defects4J, which contains
systems from different SCM, we improve our implementation for tracing both in subversion
and git SCMs.
5.4.1 Precision and Recall Analysis of RA-SZZ Refactoring-matching Rules
We perform a preliminary analysis to evaluate the SZZ matching rules for detecting
refactoring. We compute the precision (PCS), i.e., true positives (TP)true positives (TP) + false positives (FP) , and the
recall (RCL), i.e., true positives (TP)true positives (TP) + false negatives (FN) , as metrics. PCS and RCL are metrics
commonly used to measure how efficient an algorithm returns relevant data (TING, 2010).
While RCL represents the ability to identify the proportion of all relevant results in the
dataset, PCS means the proportion of true positives in our results.
Complementarily, we optimally combine these two metrics using an F-test statistic.
This test measures the F1 score, which represents the harmonic average of PCS and RCL,
i.e., 2 ∗ precision (PCS) * recall(RCL)precision (PCS) + recall(RCL) . The F1 score ranges from 1 to 0, where 1 represents the
optimal blend of precision and recall metrics while 0 represents the worst.
We compute these metrics for both RA-SZZ implementations (before and after
refinements — RA-SZZ and RA-SZZ*, respectively); and for both types of matching rules —
i.e., the matching rules to detect refactoring in bug-fix changes and fix-inducing matching.
To compute the true/false positives (TP/FP) and false negatives (FN) for RA-SZZ, we
manually identify all refactoring lines (actual refac) in bug-fix changes and refactoring
lines wrongly flagged as fix-inducing by previous SZZ implementations.
Table 20 shows the precision (PSC) and the recall (RCL) of the RA-SZZ implemen-
tations' matching rules for detecting refactoring in bug-fix changes. We cannot compute
the recall metric for the chart system, since we do not identify any refactoring occurrences
in that system. Additionally, we also cannot calculate the precision metric for the systems
when the sum of FP and TP is equal to zero. We notice that the refinements improve the
Table 20 – Precision and recall per system for detecting refactoring in bug-fix lines in RA-SZZ
System Actualrefac
RA-SZZ RA-SZZ*
FP TP PCS RCL F1 FP TP PCS RCL F1
compiler 54 64 34 35% 63% 0.4 0 26 100% 48% 0.7
lang 5 0 0 - 0% - 0 0 - 0% -
math 7 12 7 37% 100% 0.5 0 0 - 0% -
chart 0 0 0 - - - 0 0 - - -
time 5 0 0 - 0% - 0 0 - 0% -
mockito 19 7 4 36% 21% 0.3 1 6 86% 32% 0.5
all 90 83 45 35% 50% 0.4 1 32 97% 36% 0.5
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precision of RA-SZZ from 35% to 97%. By contrast, RA-SZZ* still achieves a low recall
(36%), since there are several refactoring changes that both RefDiff and RMniner are not
able to detect yet (see manual analysis results in Section 5.5.2). However, the F1 score is
higher after refinements.
Our goal with these refinements (see Section 5.4) is to reduce the number of false
positives (FPs) and increase the number of true positives (TPs). We detect only one FP
refactoring in the mockito system. This FP occurs due to incorrect refactoring detections by
both support tools. The actual refac column represents the total number of refactoring
lines manually identified in bug-fix changes per system.
Table 21 shows these same metrics for refactoring-matching rules to detect refactor-
ing during the trace-back process. In this context, the refined RA-SZZ implementation is
found to have a much higher results in terms of the identified metrics compared with the
unrefined case. PCS increases from 39% to 99% and RCL increases from 10% to 73% when
detecting refactoring lines in fix-inducing changes. Again, the F1 score is higher following
refinements, having increased from 0.2 to 0.8.
Table 21 – Precision and recall per system for detecting refactoring during the tracing back
process to find fix-inducing lines in RA-SZZ
System Actualrefac
RA-SZZ RA-SZZ*
FP TP PCS RCL F1 FP TP PCS RCL F1
compiler 25 5 4 44% 16% 0.2 1 13 93% 52% 0.7
lang 6 3 1 - 17% - 0 3 - 50% -
math 14 1 1 50% 7% 0.1 0 1 - 7% -
chart 1 0 0 - - - 0 0 - - -
time 53 10 0 - 0% - 0 53 - 100% -
mockito 22 0 6 100% 27% 0.4 0 18 100% 82% 0.9
all 121 19 12 39% 10% 0.2 1 88 99% 73% 0.8
5.5 Experiments Results
In this section, we present the approaches used for each RQ, together with our
obtained results.
5.5.1 RQ1. How accurate are the current SZZ implementations by using a
validated dataset?
Approach
To answer this RQ, we base our answer upon SZZ-generated results using our
validated dataset. We perform the analysis listed below for three SZZ implementation:
MA-SZZ, RA-SZZ (before the refinements) and RA-SZZ* (after the refinements). We also
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investigate whether SZZ improves its results when receives only validated inputs. In our
analysis, we manually isolate the valid bug-fix lines from unrelated changes to bug-fix.
In the practical SZZ-usage, this input validation can be performed by domain experts,
e.g., developers and system analysts. In addition, we can also identify which types of
unrelated changes can automatically be recognized, which lead us to the manual analysis
in RQ2.
Initially, we compute the sum of (i) fix-inducing lines (#FIClines); (ii) correct
fix-inducing lines (#correctFIClines); (iii) removed lines during the bug-fix changes
(#removedLines); and (iv) valid bug-fix lines (#validBugFixlines) — for each bug-fix
(bug). After that, we compute the percentage of #correctFIClines per bug-fix (bug)
without manually isolating valid bug-fix lines, i.e., using all lines removed during the
bug-fix changes, as input: ∑nbug=1 #correctFIClines bug#removedLines bug .
Then, we compute the proportion of #correctFIClines per bug-fix (bug) from
only valid bug-fix lines, i.e., using as input only validated bug-fix lines for which each
bug-fix change has been manually isolated. This computation is described by the equa-
tion ∑nbug=1 #correctFIClines bug#validBugFixlines bug . With this result, we compare the difference between this
computation result and that of the prior equation.
We perform the previous analysis individuality for each system and all systems.
Finally, we compute the medians and means for these distributions, and we use box-
plots (CHAMBERS et al., 1983) to represent our data.
Results
Finding 16—RA-SZZ reduces the number of the fix-inducing lines-
generated by 8.7% compared to the MA-SZZ implementation. Table 22 shows
the number of lines flagged as fix-inducing by MA-SZZ, RA-SZZ, and RA-SZZ*. We
observe a total reduction of 8.7% between the last RA-SZZ implementation and MA-SZZ,
Table 22 – Number of lines flagged as fix-inducing (#FIClines) by each SZZ implementation
System #MA-SZZ #RA-SZZ #RA-SZZ* %MA-RA*
compiler 420 318 390 7.1%
lang 202 201 201 0.5%
math 613 503 526 14.2%
chart 208 208 208 0%
time 97 97 97 0%
mockito 273 261 234 14.3%
all 1813 1588 1656 8.7%
# Total of lines flagged as fix-inducing by each SZZ implementation
%MA-RA* Percentage of reduction of fix-inducing lines between MA-SZZ
and RA-SZZ*
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which indicates that there are still other SZZ limitations to be addressed. In lang and time
systems the reduction ratios are 0.5% and 0, respectively, since the number of refactoring
changes in these systems is insignificant. On the other hand, the math and mockito systems
have high reduction ratios of around 14%.
Finding 17—In general, RA-SZZ* improves the proportion of correct
fix-inducing lines in its results by up to 8% compared with MA-SZZ. Table 23
shows the number of lines correctly flagged as fix-inducing changes (#) by each implemen-
tation (MASZZ, RASZZ, and RASZZ*). Table 23 also shows the percentage of such lines in
SZZ-generated results considering all input (P1) and only validated input (P2). Additionally,
the last columns show differences in these percentages between the first- and last-analyzed
SZZ implementations (MA-RA*). When considering all the inputs, we observe that only 34%
of the MA-SZZ-generated results are correctly flagged, while in RA-SZZ*, this proportion
is 7% higher than in MA-SZZ. Thus, the RA-SZZ*-generated result is 41% correct. When
using only valid bug-fix lines as input, this difference between MA-SZZ and RA-SZZ*
increases to 8%.
Analyzing each system individually, we observe that RA-SZZ* obtains the highest
results with the time system, given the 46 lines being recognized in move source code
directory refactoring. After analyzing the time system, RA-SZZ* obtains results that are
47% more accurate when using all input and 65% more accurate when invalid bug-fix lines
are filtered. By contrast, three systems (lang, math, and chart) maintain the same precision
and recall ratios from MA-SZZ to RA-SZZ*. Interestingly, the chart system reaches a very
high percentage of correct fix-inducing lines (94%) in all implementations when considering
only valid lines. This occurs due to the highest number of unrelated changes during the
Table 23 – Percentage of correct fix-inducing lines (#correctFIClines) per SZZ implementation
System MA-SZZ RA-SZZ RA-SZZ* MA-RA*# P1 P2 # P1 P2 # P1 P2 P1 P2
compiler 200 48% 78% 149 47% 77% 212 54% 82% 7% 5%
lang 99 49% 83% 96 48% 80% 99 49% 83% 0% 0%
math 218 36% 77% 207 41% 77% 219 42% 78% 6% 0%
chart 32 15% 94% 32 15% 94% 32 15% 94% 0% 0%
time 15 15% 21% 12 12% 17% 61 63% 86% 47% 65%
mockito 43 16% 65% 36 14% 61% 52 22% 80% 6% 15%
all 609 34% 73% 532 34% 71% 675 41% 81% 7% 8%
P1-P2 40% - 37% - 41% - -
# Number of lines correctly flagged as fix-inducing by each SZZ implementation
P1 Percentage of correct fix-inducing lines in SZZ results considering all input
P2 Percentage of correct fix-inducing lines in SZZ results from only validated input
P1-P2 Difference between the percentage of %1 and %2
MA-RA* Difference between the percentage of MA-SZZ and RA-SZZ*
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bug-fix changes of the chart system.
Finding 18—There is no much difference in the percentage of correct
fix-inducing lines between the MA-SZZ and RA-SZZ results. Although RA-
SZZ* generates more fix-inducing lines than RA-SZZ (see Table 22), we observe that
RA-SZZ maintains the same proportion of 34% correct lines in its results for MA-SZZ.
When applying SZZ only on validated bug-fix lines, RA-SZZ decreases the proportion of
true results from 73% to 71%. Analyzing each system, RA-SZZ increases this percentage
only for the math system (from 36% to 41%), when considering all the inputs.
Finding 19—All SZZ implementations obtain significant improvements
in their results when only validated bug-fix lines are received as input. The
last line of Table 23 shows the difference between the percentages of correct fix-inducing
lines using all input (P1) and only validated bug-fix lines (P2). We observe that all imple-
mentations increase approximately 40% when invalid inputs are eliminated. This finding
suggests that SZZ can generate more reliable results when working with a ground truth
data, e.g., constructed by a domain expert.
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Figure 43 – Percentage of correct fix-inducing lines in SZZ-genarated results per bug-fix
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Finding 20—The median percentage of correct results generated by
RA-SZZ* per bug-fix is 44%, while MA-SZZ reaches only 29%. Figure 42
shows the distribution of the percentage of correct fix-inducing lines in SZZ generated
results per bug-fix; and Figure 43 shows the same distributions grouped by each system.
We observe that MA-SZZ analyzed bug-fixes achieve a median percentage of 29% correct
fix-inducing lines in their results, while RA-SZZ* achieves a median percentage of 44%.
The RA-SZZ implementation prior to refinements takes a median percentage of only
1% higher than that of MA-SZZ. Similarly, RA-SZZ* has the highest mean among the
analyzed implementations, namely, 26.69%, 26.67%, and 30.72%, for MA-SZZ, RA-SZZ,
and RA-SZZ*, respectively.




Our RA-SZZ* implementation obtains higher precision than the previous imple-
mentations, improving the correct fix-inducing lines ratio by up to 8%. Moreover,
we observe that all analyzed SZZ implementations obtain best results when we
manually filter their input, eliminating unrelated bug-fix lines.
5.5.2 RQ2. What are the reasons behind the wrong SZZ results?
Approach
We perform a manual analysis of both the invalid bug-fix lines and the incorrect
RA-SZZ-generated results. We check whether RA-SZZ/ is erroneously flagging refactoring
or other change types as fix-inducing or wrongly analyzing bug-fix changes.
Figure 44 – Data groups investigated in the manual analysis: P1 (undetected invalid
input) and OUT2 (incorrect results due to wrong flagging).
Figure 44 shows which data are analyzed in this RQ. We divide the RA-SZZ data
into groups, identified by an ID in the figure, with respective quantity (#). IN1 and IN2
represent the input data received by the SZZ algorithm. While IN1 groups the invalid
bug-fix lines, IN2 represents the valid bug-fix lines. In our study, RA-SZZ received 793
invalid bug-fix lines and 888 as input. After applying the refactoring-matching rules in
bug-fix lines received as input, RA-SZZ returns two data groups: P1 and P2. The P1 data
group contains the invalid bug-fix lines that are wrongly analyzed by RA-SZZ; the P2 data
are the valid bug-fix lines that RA-SZZ analyzed. Finally, RA-SZZ applies the matching
rules for detecting refactoring in fix-inducing lines. After that, we divide the SZZ outputs
into three data group: OUT1, OUT2, and OUT3. The OUT3 group contains the fix-inducing
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lines correctly flagged by RA-SZZ, while OUT1 and OUT2 are the incorrect results. OUT1
groups the false results derived of P1, while OUT2 represents the other lines erroneously
flagged as fix-inducing by RA-SZZ.
Our goal is to quantify in our dataset which limitations are still causing erroneous
results in RA-SZZ, e.g., undetected refactorings (PRECHELT; PEPPER, 2014), equivalent
changes (DA COSTA et al., 2017; JUNG; OH; YI, 2009), or other unrelated changes (JUST;
JALALI; ERNST, 2014). To this end, we analyze the P1 and OUT2 data groups. The OUT1
group is not analyzed because these data start from invalid inputs contained in P1. In
total, 901 lines are analyzed — 747 for P1 and 154 for OUT2. For each invalid line, we
establish a reason why it cannot be a bug-fix or a fix-inducing line.
Results
Finding 21—From all undetected invalid RA-SZZ inputs, 46.99% re-
fer to changes without defined pattern; however, unrelated to bug-fix. Table 24
shows the change-pattern groups identified during the manual analysis of undetected in-
valid inputs (P1). We observe that 46.99% of the incorrect inputs do not appear to have a
specific pattern; therefore, we understand that these inputs can involve the addition of new
features or other changes that are not related to the fixing. We suggest that these changes
must be manually validated before being input in SZZ by a domain expert, e.g., developers
and system analysts.
Table 24 – Change-pattern groups identified during the manual analysis of the undetected invalid
input (P1)
P1 Changes Group # %
equivalent changes 112 14.99%
repositioning code in scope 63 8.43%
remove/add unused code 11 1.47%
refactoring changes 60 8.03%
indentation, line break or white space 150 20.08%
unrelated changes without defined pattern 351 46.99%
Other minor-change groups also rely on domain experts to be identified, such
as repositioning code in scope (8.43%) — i.e., when added lines change the positions of
previous lines unrelated to fixing — and remove unused code (1.47%).
Finding 22—A total of 8.03% of invalid RA-SZZ inputs are related to
undetected refactoring changes and 14.99% to equivalent changes. We observe
112 (14.99%) cases of equivalent changes (see Definition 5) and 60 (8.03%) of refactoring
changes, where RA-SZZ can improve the recognition of these changes. The most common
equivalent changes in our dataset are add/remove temporary attribute (24 occurrences),
swap iteration or condition style (21 occurrences), and deep semantic (10 occurrences).
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All of these change types are described in Section 2.4. Listing 5.1 shows an example of a
changed error message case and Listing 5.2 shows a swap condition of an if-statement.
−121. throw new Arithmet icExcept ion
−122. ( "The c a l c u l a t i o n caused an over f l ow : " + val1 + " ∗ " + val2 ) ;
+121. throw new Arithmet icExcept ion ( " Mu l t i p l i c a t i o n ove r f l ows an i n t : " +
val1 + " ∗ " + val2 ) ;
Listing 5.1 – Change #0cefc4c, FieldUtils.java, joda-time system
In Listing 5.1, the change modifies the error message that is shown when a
new ArithmeticException exception is thrown. The message is changed from “The
calculation caused an overflow” to “Multiplication overflows an int.” In List-
ing 5.2, the removeValue were called if the index variable is greater than or equal to 0.
After changing, the if-condition is reversed; however, the code output remains the same.
These changes are also equivalent changes detected in our dataset; although in fewer cases
(3 occurrences each one).
−335. i f ( index >= 0) {
−336. removeValue ( index ) ;
−337. }
+335. i f ( index < 0) {
+336. throw new UnknownKeyException ( "The key ( " + key
+337. + " ) i s not r e cogn i s ed . " ) ;
+338. }
+339. removeValue ( index ) ;
Listing 5.2 – Change #445, DefaultKeyedValues.java, jFreeChart system
Among the undetected refactoring changes, we observe that renaming is still the
most common, with half all case (30 occurrences) being recognized as such during the
manual analysis. This high number of the undetected renaming occurs because some
refactoring types, such as renaming parameters and variables, are not yet supported by
refactoring-detection tools used in RA-SZZ. In Listing 5.3, the for-attribute typeVariable
is renamed to type. This rename variable is not detected by RefDiff and RMiner yet.
−87. for ( TypeVariable typeVar iab le : typeParameters ) {
−88. r eg i s t e rTypeVar i ab l e I fNotPre s en t ( typeVar iab le ) ;
+87. for ( TypeVariable type : typeParameters ) {
+88. r eg i s t e rTypeVar i ab l e I fNotPre s en t ( type ) ;
Listing 5.3 – Change #0aaa36c, GenericMetadataSupport.java, mockito system
We also observe that our SZZ implementations still do not distinguish cosmetic
changes and valid bug-fix lines. Cosmetic changes are modifications that only affect the
format of the source code, e.g., indentation, line break or white spaces. The non-detection
of such changes is a trivial SZZ limitation, and we can detect automatically such changes
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in the source code. Our implementations already have been addressed this limitation for
detecting of the fix-inducing lines. However, we observe that RA-SZZ is still analyzing
150 invalid bug-fix lines (20.08%) with cosmetic changes. For example, in Listing 5.4, the
removed lines 1512 and 1513 contain only a line break; however, RA-SZZ analyzed these
lines yet.
−1512. } else i f ( rhsValue != null &&
−1513. rhsValue . i sTrue ( ) ) {
+1549. } else i f ( rhsValue != null && rhsValue . i sTrue ( ) ) {
Listing 5.4 – Change #0aaa36c, GenericMetadataSupport.java, compiler system
Finding 23— A total of 31.17% of the incorrect fix-inducing lines
are related to refactoring changes, while 13.64% are related to equivalent
changes and 12.99% to rollbacks. Similarly, Table 25 shows the change-pattern
groups identified in the incorrect results still generated by RA-SZZ after refinements
(OUT2). Of the 154 lines analyzed, we detected a change-pattern in 90 lines. In 64 (41.56%)
lines, we cannot detect a change-pattern; although we recognize that such lines are not
fix-inducing lines too. Thus, we classify this group as “undetected pattern.”
Table 25 – Change-pattern groups identified during the manual analysis of false RA-SZZ*-results
(OUT2)
OUT2 Change Pattern Group # %
rollback changes 20 12.99%
equivalent changes 21 13.64%
refactoring changes 48 31.17%
only changed properties 1 0.65%
undetected pattern 64 41.56%
In the 90 lines with identified change-pattern, we observe that 48 lines (31.17%)
refer to refactoring changes undetected by RA-SZZ or multiple refactorings in the same line,
which also confuses the SZZ detection. Again, renaming is the most common refactoring
type, with 32 undetected occurrences. There are also undetected occurrences of move
method/line, inline method, extract method, and push down operation in our dataset.
Additionally, 21 lines (13.64%) are identified as equivalent changes, such as “remove
unnecessary curly,” “swap iteration style,” and “add unnecessary this.” Rollback operation,
whereby a change undoes a previous change, also account for a significant fraction (12.99%).
Only one unique occurrence is identified where “only changed properties” was performed,
however, this occurrence also was wrongly flagged as fix-inducing.
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We observe that approximately 45% of false RA-SZZ-generated results are related
to refactoring changes or equivalent changes. Similarly, 23% of undetected invalid
inputs are also refactoring or equivalent changes. Our results suggest that the
impact of refactoring in SZZ may be even greater if we address additional detections
in future work.
5.6 Discussions and Lessons Learned
Previous work reported limitations related to the SZZ algorithm (see Section 3.4 -
in Chapter 3). We address some of these limitations in our SZZ implementation. After
enhancing this algorithm, we discuss in the present section our lessons learned.
Improve the identification of refactoring changes. Our implementation im-
proves the SZZ algorithm to deal with refactoring changes. We use two refactoring-detection
tools for detecting refactoring changes in our algorithm. We choose the support tools with
more precision and recall than other tools in the literature. However, we observe that such
tools still have problems that may limit our results, such as the imprecise localization of
refactoring changes. We suggest that future work refine our refactoring matching-rules to
avoid false positives caused by used tools. We also suggest combining the usage of such
tools with test suites to avoid detection of the defective refactorings (SOARES et al., 2010;
SOARES; GHEYI; MASSONI, 2013).
Improve the identification of equivalent changes. The equivalent changes
also are responsible for tainting the results of the SZZ algorithm. We detect the equivalent
changes that are most common in our dataset. We observe that most of the equivalent
changes can be recognized by mapping source code before and after the change, to
understand source code evolution. We suggest the use of abstract syntax tree matching to
detect equivalent changes (NEAMTIU; FOSTER; HICKS, 2005).
Validate the SZZ input. We find that a validated SZZ input impacts significantly
on the percentage of the fix-inducing lines correctly flagged by SZZ. We also observe
that most of the unrelated changes to bug-fix do not appear as a defined change-pattern,
such as a refactoring or equivalent change. Therefore, we suggest that domain experts,
e.g., developers and system analysts, should validate SZZ inputs when the algorithm is
used in practice. On the other hand, we identify that there are unrelated changes that can
be automatically detected, such as equivalent changes and undetected refactoring.
5.7 Threats to Validity
In this section, we report the threats to the validity of our study 3.
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5.7.1 Internal Validity Threats
In our prior study, we used only the RefDiff tool to identify refactoring changes.
Since RefDiff supports a few types of refactoring, we had an internal validity threat related
to this. In the present study, we use RefDiff and RMiner to detect refactoring in our
RA-SZZ implementation. Integrating another tool reduces this threat, but it does not
eliminate it, since RMiner still identifies only 15 refactoring types. On the other hand, a
recent study (TSANTALIS et al., 2018) shows that RMiner obtained the best precision and
recall for refactoring identification compared with RefDiff, which is why we include RMiner
in the RA-SZZ implementation. Moreover, Tsantalis et al. (TSANTALIS et al., 2018)
assert that RMiner already supports the majority of the refactoring types most commonly
used in practice by developers — according to (NEGARA et al., 2013; MURPHY-HILL;
PARNIN; BLACK, 2012).
5.7.2 Construct Validity Threats
Our results are based on our trust in using our validated dataset. However, manually
analyzing third-party code may generate noise. Therefore, we cannot claim that our
validated dataset is unbiased. To minimize this threat, we adopt as a base a real dataset
(i.e., Defect4J (JUST; JALALI; ERNST, 2014)), which is well accepted by the software
engineering community (PEARSON et al., 2017; XIONG et al., 2017; SHAMSHIRI et al.,
2015; QI et al., 2015; LE; LO; GOUES, 2016). We assume that Defect4J patches — which
already isolate the bug-fixes from unrelated changes, e.g., feature additions or refactoring
changes — are indeed valid for identifying our validated fix-inducing changes.
5.8 Conclusions
In this chapter, we improve our RA-SZZ evaluation algorithm using a validated
dataset. We also revisit known RA-SZZ limitations and incorporate another tool (i.e., RMiner)
to enhance this algorithm. Thus, we propose a refined RA-SZZ implementation with im-
proved precision. Finally, we perform a manual analysis of invalid inputs and outputs that
are still analyzed and generated, respectively, by RA-SZZ. Among our main findings, we
observe the following:
• Our refined RA-SZZ implementation improves the proportion of correct fix-inducing
lines in its results by up to 8% over previous implementations.
• A median, of 44% of the lines that are flagged as fix-inducing changes per bug-fix by
refined RA-SZZ are correct, while only 29% of MA-SZZ-generated results are valid.
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• The results of all SZZ implementations significantly improve when only validated
bug-fix lines are received as input.
• 23% of bug-fix lines (RA-SZZ input) and 45% of fix-inducing lines (RA-SZZ output)
refer to undetected refactoring changes — i.e., that are not detected by the refactoring-
detection tools used — or equivalent changes.
Our results reinforce the fact that detecting refactoring changes increases the
precision and recall of the SZZ algorithm. Moreover, we suggest that the impact of
refactoring in SZZ may be even greater if we address new detections of refactoring and
equivalent changes in future work.
5.9 Chapter Summary
This chapter presented an empirical study performed in this thesis to evaluate the
precision and recall of our RA-SZZ implementation. We presented the procedure adopted to
build a novel validated dataset based on real data. We also performed improvements in our
implementation, revisiting SZZ limitations and integrating another refactoring-detection
tool (RMiner). Finally, we presented the results for each research question investigated in
this study.
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6 Related Work
This chapter presents the main related work to this thesis.
6.1 Survey and SLR on SZZ Algorithm
Several surveys (KAGDI; COLLARD; MALETIC, 2007; ZHANG et al., 2015;
WOOSUNG; EUNJOO; CHISU, 2012) were conducted on mining software repositories and
bug report analysis, but there is still a gap in the literature of systematic studies on SZZ
algorithm. Only Rodríguez-Perez et al. (RODRÍGUEZ-PÉREZ; ROBLES; GONZÁLEZ-
BARAHONA, 2018) investigated how SZZ has been used in the literature, but still focused
on the reproducibility and credibility in empirical software engineering.
Rodríguez-Perez et al. (RODRÍGUEZ-PÉREZ; ROBLES; GONZÁLEZ-BARAHONA,
2018) present a systematic literature review on reproducibility and credibility characteris-
tics of papers that use the SZZ algorithm. 187 publications are investigated in their study,
but the focus is to understand how these studies allow its reproducible (i.e., if the used
dataset is available or if the SZZ limitations are reported etc). In addition, they focus
only on three SZZ implementations — the initial paper (ŚLIWERSKI; ZIMMERMANN;
ZELLER, 2005b); Kim et al. (KIM et al., 2006); and Williams and Spacoo (WILLIAMS;
SPACCO, 2008) — without the goal of addressing improvements to SZZ. They also did
not investigate an alternative to SZZ or studies that evaluated the SZZ algorithm.
Kagdi et al. (KAGDI; COLLARD; MALETIC, 2007) present a comprehensive
literature survey on the approaches for MSR focused on software evolution. However, their
results are restricted to studies from MSR-specific venues published between 2004 to 2006,
with the goal of defining a taxonomy of MSR approaches. SZZ study was recognized in
this work as an approach to “bug-fixing change analysis” and “defect classification and
analysis.” Similarly, Zhang et al. (ZHANG et al., 2015) perform a survey on research about
bug-report analysis. This study presents SZZ only as an approach for recovering links
between bug reports without systematic exploitation related to it. In addition, Jung et
al. (WOOSUNG; EUNJOO; CHISU, 2012) also survey the MSR literature. However, the
authors addressed papers of the period from 2007 to 2011.
Hosseini et al. (HOSSEINI; TURHAN; GUNARATHNA, 2017) conducted a
systematic literature review to understand which metrics, models, and datasets are used
to perform “cross project defect prediction”. The authors identified that SZZ is used to
generate the majority of datasets for defect prediction research. On the other hand, they
also outlined some SZZ limitations, such as the impossibility to trace fix-inducing changes
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of code additions. Differently, the focus of our mapping study is on the SZZ algorithm
itself rather than cross-project defect prediction models.
Similar to previous works, Mukala et al. (MUKALA; CERONE; TURINI, 2014)
investigated the state-of-the-art and perspectives on process mining of free/libre open
source software (FLOSS) repositories. In this context, they indicated the SZZ as an
approach to bug fixing analysis in FLOSS. On the other hand, Kamei and Shihab (KAMEI;
SHIHAB, 2016) revisited and mapped: the past challenges (the early 2000s); the current
trends (2016); and future challenges related to software defect prediction. SZZ is mapped
in this study as a “game changer” of the current trend, due to its capacity to collect
metrics to provide bug datasets in several defect prediction studies. Although all these
papers investigates the state-of-the-art related to mining techniques that include the SZZ
algorithm, none of them performed a systematic mapping study focused on identifying how
SZZ has been used and evaluated or what are the proposed improvements and identified
limitations for this algorithm.
6.2 Refactoring bias in SZZ evaluations
Some prior studies that have performed SZZ evaluation (DAVIES; ROPER; WOOD,
2011; DA COSTA et al., 2017; PRECHELT; PEPPER, 2014) already reported that
refactoring can impact the SZZ results. However, no research has improved SZZ to address
that limitation. Similarly, no evaluation is performed to measure both the impact of
refactoring changes on the SZZ results and SZZ accuracy.
Prechelt et al. (PRECHELT; PEPPER, 2014) use 5,005 bug fix changes from
an industrial setting to evaluate SZZ. As a result, they suggest that refactorings should
not be traced by SZZ, since they do not change the system behavior. Other researchers,
such as da Costa et al. (DA COSTA et al., 2017) and Davies et al. (DAVIES; ROPER;
WOOD, 2011), also performed a manual analysis which results suggest that there are SZZ
limitations regarding refactoring or equivalent changes. Nevertheless, none of them propose
improvements to deal with these limitations. Additionally, Tsantalis et al. (TSANTALIS
et al., 2018) proposed a refactoring-detection tool and they suggested that their tool can be
used to reduce the bias caused by refactorings in SZZ. However, they did not incorporate
the tool on top of the SZZ algorithm.
In addition, da Costa et al. (DA COSTA et al., 2017) proposed an evaluation
framework for evaluation the SZZ results. Their framework appraises SZZ by using three
criterion strongly related to SZZ-generated results. However, framework results only may
identify what SZZ-generated data that are more likely to be inaccurate. This result is
important for guiding future analyzes, but it does not allow us to identify which lines are
indeed false positives results, i.e., to evaluate the SZZ accuracy.
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7 Conclusions
SZZ is a well-known and the most influential approach to identify fix-inducing
changes in source code repository. It has been providing support to several applications in
the software engineering community (ÇAGLAYAN; BENER, 2016; FUKUSHIMA et al.,
2014; EYOLFSON; TAN; LAM, 2011; RAHMAN; BIRD; DEVANBU, 2012; RAHMAN;
DEVANBU, 2011; YANG et al., 2014; ASADUZZAMAN et al., 2012b; BERNARDI et
al., 2012; ELL, 2013; DA COSTA et al., 2014; KAMEI et al., 2013; SHIVAJI et al., 2013).
Understanding buggy changes features is crucial to prevent further bugs.
However, although widely adopted by the research community, there are still several
limitations in SZZ algorithm and, on the other hand, almost none empirical study that has
evaluated its accuracy. In this thesis, we perform a systematic literature mapping study
for unveiling how SZZ has been used, improved, and evaluated in the literature. Moreover,
we identify an SZZ limitation related to refactoring changes that has not been addressed
by any previous SZZ implementation. Then, we empirically investigate the impact of the
refactoring changes on the SZZ results and propose an SZZ improvement to deal with
refactoring bias. Finally, we build a validated dataset to evaluate our SZZ implementation.
7.1 Contributions and Findings
This thesis has as the main goal to identify existing limitations documented in the
literature about SZZ algorithm to advance the state-of-the-art by proposing solutions to
some of the SZZ limitations, especially to deal with refactoring changes. After performing
three studies, we find the following answers for their research questions:
• Study 1: What is the state-of-the-art of the SZZ algorithm? SZZ algorithm
is frequently used by the community (i.e., 81 papers claim using SZZ since its
proposition — Section 3.3.1) for conducting empirical studies, mainly related to
source code analyses (Section 3.3.1.3). However, although widely used, SZZ is still
evaluate (i.e., 4 papers — Section 3.3.4) and improved (i.e., 5 papers — Section 3.3.2)
by only a few studies. Moreover, our mapping study identified important SZZ open-
gaps pointed out by the studies that used or evaluated the SZZ algorithm (Section 3.4),
as also we identified that only one study reported the use of SZZ in an industrial
setting (Section 3.3.4). Our results suggest that although a significant and growing
research community uses the SZZ algorithm, there are still many SZZ gaps that have
not been addressed by any improved SZZ implementation reported in the literature,
such as the impossibility to recognize the refactoring changes — Chapter 3.
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• Study 2: How much bias does SZZ have due to refactoring changes? We
used in this study the RefDiff, a refactoring-detection tool with a high precision,
which is able to detect 13 refactoring types. However, even with only a small number
of refactoring types detected, we identify 30,562 (6.5%) of fix-inducing lines and
110,928 (19.9%) removed lines in bug-fix changes as refactoring lines which should
be ignored by MA-SZZ (Section 4.4.1). After integrating RefDiff on top of MA-
SZZ, we propose a refactoring-aware SZZ (RA-SZZ) implementation. Thus, RA-SZZ
eliminates 97,520 (20.8% compared to prior implementation) lines from its generated
results, and it traces the history further back for 41% of the fix-inducing lines deemed
as refactoring changes (Section 4.4.2). Manually analyzing a sample of RA-SZZ-
generated results, we find that 47.95% of the analyzed fix-inducing lines are related
to equivalent changes that RA-SZZ should not flag as fix-inducing (Section 4.4.3).
We also observe that RA-SZZ reduces disagreement ratio compared to MA-SZZ,
but it still needs to improve its accuracy to reduce the proportion of future bugs
multiple and time-span metrics in its results (Section 4.4.4). This result indicates
that refactoring changes really impact the SZZ results and it suggests that this
impact may be even greater if other types of refactorings are detected — Chapter 4.
• Study 3: How can the SZZ algorithm be improved using a validated
dataset? After revisiting some SZZ limitations and addressed them in our imple-
mentation, RA-SZZ achieves better precision after eliminating both invalid bug-fix
due to refactorings (97%) and false fix-inducing changes (99%) deemed as refactoring
(Section 5.4.1). Consequently, RA-SZZ also has the higher precision for identifying
fix-inducing changes (up to 8%) than MA-SZZ (Section 5.5.1). In addition, all SZZ
implementations have significantly better results (around 40%) when filtering their
input, i.e., receiving only validated bug-fix lines as input (Section 5.5.1). Finally,
all invalid RA-SZZ-input and generated results were manually analyzed. We find
that 23% of bug-fix lines (RA-SZZ input) and 45% of fix-inducing lines (RA-SZZ
output) refer to undetected refactoring changes — i.e., that are not detected by
the refactoring-detection tools used — or equivalent changes (Section 5.5.2). Our
findings suggest that SZZ improves its accuracy by identifying refactoring but that
there are still several open challenges to be addressed in future work — Chapter 5.
The study results complement each other. Study 1 maps state-of-the-art on SZZ
(see Findings 1,2,3,4,5,6) and it suggests the existence of a SZZ gap related to equivalent
changes, e.g., refactoring, both in bug-fix and fix-inducing changes identified by all SZZ
implementations reported in literature. The impact of this change type is investigated
in Study 2 to understand how SZZ can improve its results by recognizing of refactoring
using RefDiff, a refactoring-detection tool with precision superior than other. Additionally,
we incorporate the RefDiff's refactoring technique into the SZZ algorithm, to propose
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an improved SZZ implementation. We compare the results obtained with this improved
implementation with MA-SZZ results by computing metrics (see Findings 7,8,9,10) and
by using an evaluation framework proposed by Costa et al. (DA COSTA et al., 2017) (see
Findings 12,13,14,15). Besides, we perform a manual analysis in a sample of the results to
identify patterns of equivalent changes yet not identified (see Finding 11).
Moreover, in Study 3, we expand the number of detected refactoring types, including
another tool in our algorithm, when revisiting known RA-SZZ limitations to reinforce our
improvements. A ground truth is built manually validating an extensively used dataset —
Defect4J (JUST; JALALI; ERNST, 2014). We use this validated dataset to measure the
RA-SZZ accuracy (see Findings 16,17,18,19,20). Finally, we perform a manual analysis in
all invalid input and output of RA-SZZ (see Findings 21,22,23).
7.2 Future Work
The studies conducted in this thesis open up several perspectives for future work.
Some of these possibilities are presented below.
Measure the impact on previous studies
We find that several studies use SZZ to perform empirical studies. However, our
results suggest these empirical studies may be skewed. Thus, we suggest that future
work should replicate previous analyses that relied on SZZ to evaluate the extent of
the impact that refactoring changes may have on the results of previous research.
Integrate novel improvements
In this thesis, we integrate RefDiff and RMiner on SZZ to detect refactoring changes
in bug-fix and fix-inducing changes. However, our results also suggest that there are
still other SZZ limitations to be addressed, such as undetected refactoring, equivalent
changes, roll back etc. In future work, researches may address novel improvements.
Dataset replication
By using our validated dataset, future research work may evaluate both existing and
future SZZ implementations.
Perform novel evaluations
Still, there is a possibility for further evaluation in our implementation, e.g., involving
developers of a real software development company or replicating the framework
evaluation again with RA-SZZ after the refinements made in Study 3.
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